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SUMMARY
Objectives
Relatively small and remote destinations such as the Northern Territory rely heavily on public–private sector
cooperation for a large range of marketing and planning activities. Destination organizations generally see it as
part of their role to enhance collaborative partnerships related to such activities, but are concerned about the
representativeness, inclusiveness and sometimes weak levels of participation in such ventures. Collaboration can
be defined as ‘[a] process of joint decision making among key stakeholders of a problem domain about the future
of that domain’ (Gray and Hay, 1986: 11). It means working together and may involve joint activities.
For businesses, collaboration demands can be perceived as reasonable or overwhelming. Given the pressures
to collaborate and participate in a variety of cooperative ventures supported by public agencies, businesses are
left with the challenge of deciding in which (if any) such collaborative initiatives available they should
participate, being aware but imperfectly informed as to the likely requests for their inputs in various forms.
Designing and integrating the operation of collaborative initiatives in ways that reduce costs to individual
businesses (through greater scope economies) and make their relative private benefits more tangible and
recognisable is clearly a desirable objective of both private firms and destination management agencies.
This report had as its primary objectives:
1.
2.

3.

To determine the factors that hinder and/or foster collaboration between tourism and/or non-tourism
businesses
Identify the respondents’ perceptions of:
a. Costs
b. Benefits
c. Risks
d. Current barriers, and potential actions to encourage collaboration between tourism and/or nontourism businesses
The information is then used to identify gaps, future opportunities and possible directions for
collaboration in regional areas.

Methodology
To acquire a rich set of research results, a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, complementing
each other, was selected. This study used the purposive sampling technique, occasionally referred to as
judgement sampling. This method is very useful for gaining a deeper understanding of the selected individuals.
Purposive sampling was regarded as the most suitable approach because it involves the selection of informationrich respondents with experience and potentially engaging in collaborative activities.
The sample frame involved businesses in the Top End Region and Darwin as well as Central Australia and
Alice Springs. Businesses were asked about the collaborative initiatives they have been offered, their reasons for
participating or not participating, their views on costs and benefits, and the strategies they think would help both
identify which initiatives they should be part of, and would return greater benefits from initiatives.
The empirical research component was through personal interviews. These face-to-face in-depth interviews
and telephone interviews based on focused, open-ended as well as closed-ended questions provide the primary
data source for the project. The research advanced for this project is exploratory in its attempt to address the
following questions:
4.

5.
6.

How do tourism businesses conceptualise collaboration in the first place? Do they have the same broad
outlook on widespread types of capabilities and assets or do they restrict it to a small number of
dimensions?
How do they think about advantages and disadvantages associated with collaboration? Do they
formulate those in terms of resources or other costs?
Do the basic variables of size, location/distance, or type of business function determine the perceptions
of costs and benefits from collaboration, and the business relationship to other organizations?
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Key findings
Overall, the respondents indicated their interest and desire to collaborate and saw the benefits collaboration will
bring to their businesses and the tourism sector as a whole. The findings can be grouped and summarised as
follows:
Areas of collaboration
• Most respondents identified marketing and sales as areas they collaborate with others.
• The main collaborative activity currently taking place is networking and building relationships.
• All respondents selected marketing and regional development as areas they considered it feasible to
collaborate.
Factors hindering collaboration
• Financial and time were the costs respondents associated with collaborative activities
• Remoteness (distance) and business size was perceived as a barrier regarding collaboration
Factors fostering collaboration
• Perceived key benefits of collaboration were: gaining a better market/sector position and helping each
other.
• Good communication and building relationships/networks amongst partners will make it easier to
collaborate.
• Respondents thought that the availability of support material will encourage collaborative efforts
amongst businesses.
• The majority agreed that smaller businesses, particularly smaller business in remote locations, would
benefit most from collaboration with others.
• The top two areas of additional opportunities for collaboration were: advertisement/marketing and
product development, such as package deals.
• Improving individuals’ behaviour and goodwill was identified most often as an area of additional
opportunity for collaboration.
• The need for a vision and clear goals was considered as important when participants spoke about
collaboration in tourism.
Participants’ general comments with regards to tourism and collaboration
• For participants it is ‘very important’ to collaborate with others in marketing.
• The majority of businesses participating in this study categorised themselves as accommodation
provider, followed by attraction provider, and tour and transport.
• Most visitors are sourced by ‘word-of-mouth’ followed by websites and online marketing.
• The vast majority of respondents were involved in tourism more than 10 years.

Future actions
In order to improve the level of collaboration and take the respondents’ suggestions and recommendations into
account, the following actions can be proposed:
• the adoption of a strategic approach by NTOs and RTOs to support collaboration and entrepreneurship
• the appointment of a champion to act as a facilitator amongst business and between business and
tourism organisations and associations
• government incentives and support material to encourage, help and foster collaboration
• stronger involvement of tourism associations with businesses in areas of product development (e.g.
package deals), marketing on a whole region basis and not just the key attractions
• involvement on a community and council level to plan and develop joint events.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
From an analytical point of view, the subject matter of ‘collaboration’ in tourism constitutes both a topical and a
problematic proposition. It is topical because various strands of recent tourism literature have identified
collaboration as a fundamental building block of tourism research expansion, in relation to such essential topics
as tourism planning (Hall and Jenkins 1995, Hall 1999), tourism and natural resources sustainability (Bramwell
and Lane 2000), destination competitiveness (Poon 1993), tourism sector economic coordination (Tremblay
1997, 1998), etc. In response, loosely related forms of tourism collaboration such as ‘networks’, ‘partnerships’,
‘marketing alliances’ and ‘community planning’ have attracted increasing attention and become key material for
tourism studies and research. So much so that most contemporary tourism research incorporates the examination
of diverse aspects of interactions between stakeholders, industry participants, community members,
bureaucracies, etc.
It is also problematic because of the far-reaching nature of the topic and the extremely diverse tourism
applications tourism collaboration can lead to, cutting across distinctive contexts and multiple disciplinary
approaches. Some tourism-specific strands of collaboration literature have been identified (Dredge 2006), and
help conceptualise the methodological tensions that exist within tourism, and the various theories and
perspectives that collide under the umbrella of this expression. Dredge’s rudimentary categorisation highlights
the difficulties linked with research on governance and coordination approaches capable of addressing the
public–private sector divide, which is relevant for this project (as discussed below).
For the context of this small project, a survey of the relevant strands of literature must be constrained by the
research question enunciated and the background of the stakeholders interested in the research question. As
alluded above, this research sits at the interface between a public sector perspective (in the form of a strategic
viewpoint and enquiry from a tourism destination marketing and management agency) and a typical private
sector activity—the formation, use, performance and sustainability of inter-business linkages between tourism
firms. It is not the intention of this survey of literature to undertake an in-depth analysis of alternative models of
economic coordination and the possible allocation of responsibilities between public and private sectors in the
context of tourism, but it must be made clear that the relatively universal questions raised by this project are
examined in the specific context of contemporary tourism institutions in the Northern Territory, which presents
specific established tourism customs (institutions and practices) and challenges (linked to that environment).
The question examined refers specifically to the well-recognised but insufficiently articulated role of interfirm collaboration in tourism (quantity, nature, scope, scale, etc.) in the context of a tourism system highly
dependent and organised through a number of layers, representing broadly conventional National Tourism
Organisations (NTOs) (in the Northern Territory context, dominated by the tourism marketing agency ‘Tourism
NT’, closely aligned with NT Government objectives) and Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs) traditionally
more industry-driven. In the context of the Northern Territory (NT), RTOs are themselves closely aligned with
the dominant NTO’s priorities and leadership, for historical, budgetary and other reasons. It is not the purpose of
this survey to examine the reasons and consequences of this situation and the obvious relationship between the
leadership role played by Tourism NT (and its predecessor, NTTC) with the entrepreneurial role played by the
NT Government in this region’s general economic development.
Yet, it must be noted that the tourism research literature offers little, in terms of theoretical conjectures or
advice, regarding the nature of an optimal allocation of responsibilities (between types of tourism coordination
agencies, in terms of public and private sector boundaries), and that suggested descriptive models are, by
necessity, embedded in the institutional contexts of various jurisdictions, societies and economies. In the context
of the NT, economic development imperatives, infrastructure development needs and perceptions of market
vulnerability have certainly shaped the successive mandates of the Territory NTO and its changing RTOs,
making it the proactive force in destination development (Berzins 2007: 247–250) and also in supporting various
aspects of industry development which, elsewhere, would not necessarily fall under the responsibilities of an
NTO. In the NT, like elsewhere though, ‘partnerships’ has become a catchphrase symbolising the need to foster
coherence in the tourism system, for the sake of ensuring stakeholders’ returns as well as guaranteeing
destination success, (Tourism NT, 2008: 16–17).
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As a small and remote destination evolves and matures, an agency such as Tourism NT can be assumed to
regularly review the realm of public–private sector cooperation for a large range of marketing and planning
activities. In particular it must consider how industry development activities can be efficiently coordinated,
either by itself, by other government departments in the NT or based elsewhere, or by ‘industry’ itself, in a
variety of ways and partnerships. While this project does not aim to investigate the boundary between
government-based governance and industry, it is concerned with a number of questions, starting from how to
best assist existing partnerships, whether barriers to participation in collaborative activities need to be addressed
and finally to assess whether new opportunities for collaboration, with or without government leadership, exist
that should be considered. As regional destination organizations generally see it as part of their role to enhance
collaborative partnerships related to a range of activities, they are also concerned about the representativeness,
inclusiveness and sometimes weak levels of participation in such ventures by tourism businesses. Research on
related topics (discussed below) generally highlights diverse barriers to collaboration, perceived as coordination
failures that can be remedied by agency investment in various types of networking infrastructure.
The discussion above took a system viewpoint, and posed the question in terms of the destination agency
perspective, viewing narrowly the lack of collaboration in the tourism system as a problem in itself, and making
collaboration a reason rather than a tool. It is indeed the case that much tourism literature takes that perspective
(as will be argued below) and presents the need to enhance ‘collaboration’ as a clear-cut goal, the role of
government agencies being to break down resistance and constraint by educating reluctant businesses,
addressing structural barriers and possibly providing financial backup or resources (see Munro et al. 2006 for
instance).
From a business perspective, the demands placed by the need to collaborate can, in contrast, be perceived as
unreasonable or overwhelming. Given the pressures to collaborate and participate in a variety of cooperative
ventures supported by tourism public agencies, businesses are left with the challenge of deciding in which (if
any) such collaborative initiatives they should participate, being aware but imperfectly informed as to the likely
requests for their inputs in various forms. It is in fact unclear from the literature whether various tourism
businesses view collaboration equally as an opportunity or an imposition, depending on their business and
market positions, and possibly other factors affecting their propensity to network with a variety of private and
public sector organizations. The title of this project featuring ‘costs’ clearly attempts to move away from naïve
perspectives on inter-business collaboration as a pure public good (producing only positive externalities) which
disregards the resources implications of entering cooperative ventures of any type, formal or informal, as well as
the competitive nature of some of these linkages
Ultimately, business firms and tourism destination agency viewpoints should meet when attempting to
address the issue of designing and integrating the operation of collaborative initiatives in ways that reduce costs
to individual businesses so as to make the relative private benefits of tourism businesses more tangible and
recognisable. This was explicitly acknowledged in an early study of the potential roles governments could play
in the development of networks which included information dissemination, industry associations, R&D
collaboration and the role of legislative and regulatory frameworks (Bureau of Industry Economics 1991, 1995).
This list recognises explicitly the potential overlap of public sector activity and coordination, as well as the
potential support and reinforcement roles private and public sectors can have for each other. Whether this has
been occurring in tourism remains an open question, in part because competitive interests in that sector manifest
themselves across destinations, across sectoral functions and across markets.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Given the wide scope and reach of the topic, the literature survey required to inform the research background
discussed above must be opportunistic in its design. It will not attempt to be exhaustive, with respect to any of
the research areas and disciplinary viewpoints discussed. A number of relevant strands of literature informing the
questions raised in the project investigating the nature of collaboration in tourism are identified and constitute
the backbone of the survey. In each area, only a few suitable references are considered for the sake of supporting
the next section.
It is useful to note that from an economics perspective, the notion of collaboration is critical to the existence
and nature of tourism as social and economic phenomenon, and the governance apparatus that has developed
around tourism in the last 30 years. Earlier discussions about the definition of tourism, its ‘fragmented nature’ as
well as debates about the suitability of referring to a ‘tourism industry’ encompassed such issues. Leiper (1990,
1993), in particular, defended the perspective that for strategic management and governance purposes, industrial
membership in a dubious ‘tourism industry’ should be delineated by the extent to which firms purposefully got
involved in the coordination of activities for the sake of servicing tourists. This approach, referred directly to the
propensity of business and other organizations to collaborate (with other firms and with relevant public sector
agencies) rather than being pushed in that industry simply because they benefited passively (through increased
sales) from the presence of tourists. Leiper was making collaboration the central component of the definition of
the tourism industrial sector, and suggested in subsequent work that an index of the level of ‘partial
industrialisation’ could be developed to measure the maturity of that industrial sector in terms of the degree and
nature of inter-business collaboration found in various locations or contexts.

Collaboration in the tourism industry—a fundamental force or a
late-coming concept?
Collaboration appears under various guises in the tourism literature. Dredge (2006) provides a useful basic
categorisation of the literature relating to ‘collaborative communities’ and ‘networks’ in the context of tourism.
She distinguishes between the literature concerned with issues of efficient destination governance for the sake of
ensuring competitive advantage (usually focused on business firms and the private sector) from the planning
literature directed at the harmonisation of stakeholders interests, equity issues, the ability to deal with impacts
and market failures (Tremblay 1993) or environmental sustainability issues (Bramwell and Lane 2000). The
present research raises questions relevant to both realms and, although it does not aim at examining the nature of
the public–private interface in tourism governance, it holds implications for the boundary between those spheres.
In the context of inter-firm collaboration specifically, the approach initiated by Leiper placing collaboration
at the heart of the tourism system logic has been supported by Tremblay (1997, 1998) who claims that networks
play a predominant role in the dynamic coordination of tourism economic capabilities and that a number of
generic collaborative strategies (horizontal, vertical, diagonal or destination-based) identified by Poon (1993)
Tremblay (1995, 1997) claims that from the individual tourism business viewpoint, participation in various
networking options can be modelled as a choice between alternative learning strategies, which entail opportunity
costs as tourism firms must weigh the value of competing learning options. From their membership in alternative
learning networks, tourism firms can benefit from basic information-sharing resources, but this is only the tip of
the tourism collaboration iceberg. The evolutionary perspective (in Tremblay 1997, 2000) places a great deal of
emphasis on the need for tourism firms to learn about complementary capabilities (required for new tourism
products to be formulated that they are not competent to develop themselves) and the role that ‘external
collaboration’ plays in making new conjectures about various possible tourism futures. Tourism firms must
incessantly adapt their predictions (relating to emerging or changing consumption motivations, growing or
declining markets, the impacts of novel technologies and the evolving foundations of competitiveness and
sustainability) about the volatile tourism world and test against those of the firms and government agencies
surrounding them, through a variety of learning networks.
What is critical for this survey on the perceptions of collaboration costs is that the evolutionary and industrial
economics approach establishes that firms have discretion and choose between alternative learning strategies.
These can be conceived as choosing between participation in alternative collaborative networks, and that
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collaboration is subject to opportunity costs—firm can not ‘maximise collaboration’ (Tremblay 1997, 2000).
From a resources viewpoint, this can be presented as a choice between alternative forms of investments in
learning capital, firstly because those collaborative options are competing for bounded resources (time, attention,
energy, finance, etc.). Secondly, it is also a consequence of the fact that learning strategies are subject to
decreasing returns. That is, evolutionary economics suggests that tourism firms must, in the end, specialise in a
limited number of learning strategies and alliances, and that no single firm can gain competitive advantage or
dominate a market by investing across all types of networks—as it is difficult to learn in diverse or imperfectly
compatible ways (Tremblay, 1997). In other words, the interplay of learning economies with the uncertainty
associated with the value of investment in learning strategies means that the costs associated with growing the
firm’s external collaboration capital (and participation in collaborative networks) competes with forms of
learning developing internally the needed learning capacity. This was empirically substantiated in Tremblay’s
(1997, 1999b) study of collaborative tourism linkages in the Top End of the Northern Territory which
highlighted the existence of strong relationships between the resources and learning needs of various tourism
businesses and the configuration of the collaborative linkages they established.
The general topics of collaboration, partnerships and networks applied to tourism have attracted increasing
interest and gained enough attention to become the subject of comparative analysis. Recently, Scott et al. (2008)
provided an overview of the many types of contributions network analysis has made to tourism. The interdependence of businesses or stakeholders (through the activities of the consumer-tourist) and the need for some
level of trust as a competitive or as a planning necessity stems out of their study—allowing them to connect
appropriate concepts and claim that ‘the concept of collaboration provides a reason for a network to exist’ (Scott
et al. 2008:17). From this basis, they demonstrate the existence of relatively parallel developments that emanated
from the marketing, economic governance, social capital and complex system literatures. In a STCRC project
contrasting network analysis approaches in different jurisdictions, Cooper et al. (2006) demonstrate the
descriptive versatility of the network approach (by formulating operational dimensions such as influence, formal
collaboration and communications), and the issues arising when attempting to support policy directions from that
type of analysis. They also note that, even when restricting the analysis to regional tourism networks, different
approaches—sometimes focusing on the strategic dimensions of collaboration, other times on the social
connections patterns—will apply differently to seemingly similar situations and can complement each other.

The literature on small and medium Enterprises (SMEs) in
tourism—the role of collaboration
The literature on SMEs is of particular interest because of the context of the study itself (involving relatively
small size tourism enterprises). It is also essential because of the postulates that literature has developed
regarding the relationship between firm size (or age/maturity) and the propensity to participate in collaborative
networks. The literature on SMEs itself has been, in turn informed by a variety of economic models, ranging
from the simpler views of collaboration based on information-sharing motives to the more intricate coordinationgovernance and learning perspectives. Although that field is wide-ranging and continues to expand, the present
review highlights only a few key contributions as well as extensions to tourism providing useful raw materials to
specify necessary hypotheses regarding the role and motivations of collaborative linkages between tourism
enterprises. It should also be noted that the SME literature is generally associated with the ‘entrepreneurship’
concept as a fair proportion of small firms are considered to mushroom out of new ideas and opportunities, and
are sometimes associated with innovation, novel market niches or technological processes, although it must be
noted that entrepreneurship as field of research is not restricted to small or new business ventures,.
It is useful to note at the outset that small business size itself has been theorised in a variety of ways, which
are sometimes complementary, and other times contradictory. Typical viewpoints on the analytical
distinctiveness and interest of SMES (reflecting specific disciplinary viewpoints) include the following angles:
1. In some circumstances, SMEs can be small by individual choice—this category includes different
possibilities:
o It includes so-called lifestyle motives common in tourism or hospitality, and personal desire to
retain control of social and economic nature of activity and support community or antiestablishment values; examples from the wine and food industry, small cooperative
accommodation sector, surfing community can be found;
o Family owned and operated businesses (often rural) where the main business activity might not
be tourism; and where the SME contributes to lifestyle, and the tourism/hospitality activities
constitute schemes to better use resources and deal with seasonality;
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2.

3.

In some contexts, SMEs are construed as constituting a temporary state of a relatively immature or
emerging industry or market, where dynamic competitive forces are expected to eventually select
winners. Then, SMEs are conceptualised as transitional states of firm growth, towards mature size
enterprises. In the business lifecycle perspective, many firms are expected to either fail, move out of the
region or market, or become acquired by their competitors. While they are competing with each other
(and potentially with larger firms), these SMEs are vulnerable and typically concerned with:
o disadvantages with respect to costs (transaction costs with acquiring, accessing or using
various resources, as well as resources quality);
o disadvantages with respect to accessing or developing markets;
o disadvantages with respect to interactions with public sector bureaucracy and influence on
policymakers.
In a different viewpoint associated with regional, or remote contexts, SMEs can be deemed to exist
because of limited market opportunities, regional decline and the presence of a social/cultural
entrepreneurial culture attempting to resist economic dependence on other regions. Firms operating in
such environments remain concerned with aspects similar as those described above, but the emphasis of
the analysis is on the strong spatial embeddedness in which they operate, leading to a perception that
SMEs play a strong role in driving and leading competition between regions.

It should be apparent that with such disparate scenarios explaining the existence and persistence of SMEs,
potential motives to collaborate would can differ considerably, and the needs, for instance, to share resources, to
prevent excessive cutthroat competition or join forces against larger rivals, to lobby coherently policymakers or
to attend to issues relating to destination services quality … all seem justified, even if sometimes contradictory.
Linking potential cooperation motives back to the three viewpoints above, one would expect the benefits from
collaboration to be ‘personal’ in the first instance (driven by the owner-operator), competitive in the second
(against larger rivals) , and systemic (born out of the need to fight regional decline) in the third case. Most likely,
in any region, a number of these will overlap and interact in explaining the basis for complex collaboration
patterns. That unavoidable diversity in analytical scales (destination, region, market, network, business, etc.) has
led to the variety of collaboration models now described in the literature, fitting the numerous perspectives
analysts and policymakers have been interested in.
Some research has attempted to assess directly whether SMEs are disadvantaged with respect to
collaboration assets and potential. Ateljevic and Doorne (2004) argue that the micro development and
organisation of tourism activities and small service providers at the destination level remains under-researched
and that the latter suffer from weaknesses in the area of business networking. They note that the literature in
general associates the size disadvantage of small firms with:
• difficulties or relatively higher cost of access to finance and capital;
• regulatory frameworks penalizing small firms relatively more (relatively larger burden from
compliance costs);
• access to other specialised resources (human);
• access to other specialised resources (managerial);
• inability to influence the policy environment (see Elliot, 1997 or Thomas and Thomas 1998, 2006).
In that context, it has often been suggested that institutional help is required to overcome specific types of
disadvantages (Baum, 1999; Smeral, 1998; Lee-Ross, 1998; Thomas and Thomas, 1998), although the particular
form of help and types of modalities suggested differ considerably between authors. Ateljevic and Doorn (2004)
argue that most tourism SMEs perceived relationships with regional tourism marketing organisations as the most
significant institutional linkages across the tourism SME sector. Yet, most firms they surveyed in New Zealand
were concerned by specific aspects of the management of those organisations (equity, distribution of resources,
high staff turnover of Visitor Information Centres, booking fees, etc.) and they were actively pursuing alternative
channels because of perceptions of preferential treatment to high profile market segments or larger operators. In
particular, it was identified that where expectations regarding business support initiatives, and expectations of
equitable resource distribution were not met, the development of collaborative marketing initiatives were clearly
undermined and firms actively sought alternative alliances.
Despite the growing breadth and depth of research on small firms, the micro development and organisation of
tourism activities and small service providers at the destination level remains under-researched (Sinclair and
Stabler, 1992; Page et al., 1999). A number of recent contributions on tourism SMEs can be found in Thomas
(2004) and in Jones and Haven-Tang (2005) and it is clear from the outset that many of these are set in an
economic development context, often with a regional perspective, and can embrace a variety of topics ranging
from technological change, skills and capabilities and destination growth. Topics that attract regular attention
include the distinctive role SMEs might play in tourism (their impact on tourist experience, lifestyle
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considerations and the importance of small accommodation enterprises—see Thomas 2004) and aspects of
public sector intervention on SMEs, the uniqueness of SMEs growth drivers and their function in supporting
destination coherence (in Jones and Haven-Tang, 2005). Most contributions seem to present collaboration as a
tool to offset inherent disadvantages held by SMEs or their negative impacts on destination and product
integrity. Those hypothesised negative attributes of SMEs are assumed more often than not to justify dedicated
government support and funding, as well as the establishment of standards, provision of marketing intelligence
and information technology incentives (by DMOs), and support for training and human resources development
through a number of standard mechanisms (such as accreditation schemes, tourism prizes, etc.).
In general, SME research holds that most small firms are characterised by strategic weaknesses which shape
managerial strategies and expose them to failure. Some authors have paid specific attention to business linkages
involving SMEs, as a means to redress that situation. They usually view collaboration as a necessary mechanism
to support the early stages of tourism development in a growth process evolving towards more competitive and
sustainable enterprise configurations and networks (Rogerson 2004). Shaw and Williams (2004) and empirical
work from Ateljevic and Doorne (2004) describe the rise of ‘new lifestyle entrepreneurship’ as an expression of
post-Fordist industrial evolution, in which lifestyle choices constitute a driving force behind a significant
proportion of tourism-related SMEs. That view is strongly relevant to a better understanding of ‘collaboration’ in
particular contexts where entrepreneurs are known to promote and adopt cultural-community values of
egalitarianism, organisational ideologies around the individual, a focus on post-modern tourists, quality of life
and, importantly, business reciprocity (Shaw and Williams:104). It is doubtful that the documented community
examples apply universally, or at the least that it is the only valuable valid perspective on the motives to
collaboration, although the cultural considerations emerging are relevant for policy-making (Getz and Carlsen
2000, Komppula 2004).
Hall (2004) links directly the success and value of SMEs involved in the Wine and Food niche market on
their ability to benefit from cooperative intangible capital in the form of networks or clusters. He follows
Rosenfeld (1997) in contrasting the network approach (generally associated with relatively more formal,
deliberate connections with more precise and shared business goals) from clusters (providing and exchanging
complementary capabilities in a defined geographical space and linked by a looser collective purpose, often
regional development). While this distinction is useful for this literature survey, it is limited from an analytical
viewpoint and for policy extensions. Network approaches focus on firms (and/or stakeholders) as the critical
nodes (and as central units of analysis) while clusters concentrate on the entity, a region or a destination. When
examining motives to collaborate and purpose of participation, network models therefore highlight gains in the
form of competitive advantage (for the node mainly), intangible assets, the ability to diffuse conflicts and the
benefits or costs for the participants. Cluster approaches (discussed in the next section) in contrast identify
system-wide innovations, product coherence, quality standards and protection of shared resources, and have been
highly influenced by Porter’s work on competitive advantage (Porter 1990).
Trust is a unifying theme that arises in both contexts, but is used and defined differently in the two
perspectives. In the network context, trust is built by agreements and joint investments (at the most basic level in
the form of resources or in the more refined form of matched interpretation frameworks and compatible learning
strategies—see Tremblay 1997). Trust in the context of clusters is almost entirely connected with the ‘place’, its
social value, reciprocity and the collective vision it helps building. Hall’s work on the effectiveness of business
linkages shows that the potential for inter-business linkages converging in a purpose (the development of a
regional Wine and Food industry for instance) is limited by pre-existing (or competing) networks as well as
established regulatory frameworks which facilitate some types of linkages at the expense of others—exposing
the existence of rivalry between alliances. Any proposal to support a new effort to develop a region comes at the
expense of alternative coalitions, possibly with competing goals. He argues that work is needed that analyses
how firms choose to interact and conceptualise opportunities for collaboration in terms of partners, space and
operational objectives.
It should become clear that the strategic outlook of various SMEs and entrepreneurs determines their
perceptions of the value of various actions (innovation, regional development programs, etc.) and indirectly of
the value or potential contribution of collaborative activities towards those options. That logic extends to the
development of differing types of innovation activities, including new production technologies (process) from as
well as those emanating from product or market technologies (Tremblay 1997, 2000). While the prospects for a
tourism SME of gaining a decisive competitive advantage through technological innovation might be limited (on
its own, or from collaboration with other local partners), those associated with the emergence of new markets or
new product configurations are more realistic, as well as different in nature. New product development and
acquisition of specialised market knowledge are areas where SMEs have traditionally been deemed to hold an
advantage, and where specific type of collaboration benefits can arise (as verified empirically by the Bureau of
6
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Industry Economics, 1995). But the costs of expanding a ‘collaboration direction’ (say ‘product’ or ‘market’
related) appear in the form of increasing scope diseconomies, associated with the need to coordinate increasingly
large numbers of dissimilar activities. The latter necessitate distinct types of inter-firm learning and capabilities
developed for the sake of gaining a competitive edge when process and product development constitute
competing potential strategies (Tremblay 1997, 2000). This seems to concur with Storey’s (1994) view that
smaller firms are likely to face greater uncertainty in terms of the market (as a result of a limited customer base)
but are more likely to respond fast and unilaterally to market threats, given the unity of action of owners and
managers, and the closeness of the owner to the business (than their larger counterparts). Storey (1994) also
claims that small firms are unlikely to invest in (production) research, but are more likely to respond to niche
markets. While individual SMEs are just as likely to misjudge the nature of threats in the product market, their
number and diversity is what makes them important for the tourism system, and worthy of support (as a group).
Despite the above views on the complex opportunity costs arising when developing products or investing in
new markets, much of the tourism SME literature remains typically concerned with crude notions of barriers to
collaboration, as if the latter constituted an infinite or free resource. In the tourism context, this is expressed by
featuring collaboration as an inescapable objective due to the public good value for destinations (Tinsley and
Lynch 2001, KPMG Canada (2003), Klang et al. 2002, Gibson et al. 2005; Bergin-Seers et al. 2003). When
considering the implementation of an information system monitoring the performance of tourism businesses,
Scott and Breakey (2008) recognise the functions provided by the RTO to support and maintain the system, the
value of which is assumed to be larger than the administration and development costs. But, in implicitly
endorsing the usual assumption that collaboration must carry net benefits, they overlook the possibility that such
systems might create transaction costs that are inacceptable to individual firms, might affect negatively existing
network linkages that have grown organically (providing privileged information exchanges between tourism
firms) or could create inequities insofar as various firms possess unequal ability to use and interpret the freely
available information they generate).
While the literature is too diverse to ultimately suggest precise or distinct set of hypotheses about the nature
and scope of collaboration for SMEs in tourism, it is possible to identify some emerging generic hypotheses:
• On one level, small firms are regularly postulated to hold a disadvantage with respect to the
coordination of capabilities and the associated forms of learning this entails because of inherent scale
economy disadvantages linked with their size (for instance, they are assumed to hold less absorption
capacity for screening their environments, interpreting and external learning—see Almeida et al., 2003).
This is then re-interpreted as an incentive for collaboration if learning through network linkages can
rival large firm internal learning.
• Simultaneously, small firms are viewed as holding an advantage with respect to some forms of
collaborative learning because they are believed to be more ‘flexible’. This is sometimes rationalised by
the fact that SMEs might have made lesser prior investments in specific learning paths (or interpretation
frameworks) and can switch more easily and flexibly, on cognitive and resources flexibility grounds.
While this has never been explicitly articulated in tourism theory, nor demonstrated empirically, the second
proposition could be explored in relation to specific forms of market or product-related development where new
ideas are more likely to emerge from specialised (and small scale, at least in their early phase) investments.
Small firms have often been described as representing the creative energy of product development and have the
capacity to initiate development in marginal economic environments where they hold local knowledge assets that
they are better positioned to exploit (Atejevic and Doorne, 2004).

Tourism networks in regional and remote economies—
collaboration in the literature on entrepreneurship, clusters and
development
The literature combining entrepreneurship and regional development considerations extends many of the issues
raised in the previous section, as far as the role of collaboration is concerned. In fact, many of the topics repeat
themselves, but the focus shifts towards the role of regional institutions, the distinctiveness of remote (or
peripheral) destinations and the way collaboration patterns affect regional or systemic competitiveness. This
literature ultimately offers supplementary elements for the sake of analysing the determinants of collaboration
patterns in specific types of tourism environments. It encompasses an excessively large number of definitions
relevant for the analysis of regions, some emanating from the fields of economic geography, politics,
institutional analysis, regional development, etc. While centre-periphery theories of tourism are well known in
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Europe for instance (with multiple applications in Scandinavia) and have been extended to tourism in less
developed countries, they do not necessarily apply readily to remote regions in Australia (Tremblay 1999b). A
number of authors have discussed the defining elements of ‘remoteness’ or ‘peripherality’ in the tourism context
(see Nash and Martin, IJTR, 2003). These definitions usually involve notions of ‘central’ places (in
geographical, social, cultural, political and/or economic terms) and of dependence (or relative positioning) for
places that are perceived as reliant on the centres for their functioning (see Ioannides and Petersen, 2003).
Morrison (1998) discusses positive and negative consequences associated with peripheral environments and
suggests that tourism SMEs will consider participating in two types of ‘consortia’ (networks)—those aiming at
addressing weaknesses (resources, expertise and scale; most often member-based) and those linked with product
opportunities (differentiation, extension, diversification, specialisation; sometimes driven by destination
agencies, sometimes not). A large number of authors have suggested that SMEs use networks of various types to
conduct their business, and that location-related disadvantages play a significant role in the types of networks
they need to use, in particular if a learning perspective is adopted (Malecki et al, 1999, Fuellhart and Glasmeier,
2003). That literature contrasts network and cluster approaches, and in particular, attempts to uncover the role of
‘proximity’ between partners in learning strategies. What stems from some of the empirical findings associated
with the strategic positioning view of ‘learning’ is that firms must consider how the accumulation of information
and capabilities through local networks affects comparable or competing capabilities acquired from distant
sources, outside a region or destination. These authors claim that most SMEs are opportunistic in their
information-seeking behaviours, and do not value one type of network (say the regional cluster) necessarily more
than other competing types of investments on any other grounds that the competitive advantage to that specific
business. As far as this approach alludes to the existence of opportunity costs associated with any collaborativelearning strategy, it concurs with Tremblay (1997, 2000) which argues that from the individual firm perspective,
collaborative ventures of any type come at an opportunity cost (in the form of lesser investment in alternative
learning networks) and that the distinctive position of tourism firms will determine the most valuable external
learning capital they will choose to invest in.
In contrast, most applications of cluster to tourism (Michael 2003, Hall and Michael 2007, Jackson and
Murphy 2006) seem to assume that insofar as local networks are beneficial to tourism regional economies,
conventional cluster arguments apply to tourism and the rationale of regional expansion must drive the system.
While cooperative linkages constitute an under-theorised critical element as well as a necessary ingredient of
destination industrial dynamics, it remains to be demonstrated that creating ever larger number of intimate or
formal linkages between businesses is necessary for the sake of managing inter-dependence or ensuring
competitive advantage. In particular, little is understood regarding:
• the boundary or interface between private and public sector network;
• the trade-off between learning internally (through firm growth) or externally, through combinations of
market and collaborative network means;
• the alignment between the collaboration strategy, learning and focus on process versus product
development or innovation considerations.
The broad governance perspective described by Svensson et al. (2005) supports the notion that neither
government nor business can or ought to be completely in charge of the tourism learning process. While the
strategic design of a destination or other notional cluster is often considered as a way to ensure collaborative
learning, it is unlikely that a single type of approach, configuration or process could serve repetitively as a basis
for differentiation and competitive advantage across distinct systems. In that sense, the competitive advantage of
tourism firms and destinations could be linked with their ability to position themselves uniquely not only in
terms of the assets they control (as commonly argued in the resources approach to strategic management), but in
terms of the learning strategies and configurations they choose to adopt (Tremblay 2000).

Synthesis of the claims
This very brief survey of governance perspectives on collaborative linkages in tourism emphasises the fact that
the recent outburst of interest in forms of collaboration in tourism (networks, clusters, alliances, inter-firm
cooperation, coalitions, associations, cooperative ventures, etc.) has seen many researchers suggest support for
‘greater collaboration’ in tourism. They have not only endorsed the analytical importance of collaborative
linkages and their dynamics, but also often extend this view to suggest that more inter-firm connections or
networks are desirable from a tourism system or destination perspective (Breda et al. 2006, Michael and Hall
2007, Novelli et al. 2006, Svensson et al., 2006).

The survey above has attempted to convey a number of cautions related to such view, in the following way:
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•

•

•

•

From an analytical perspective, the system (destination network or cluster) viewpoint and the node
viewpoint (business firm or organisation) can be modelled using distinct perspectives. But it is
important to reiterate that they do not necessarily concur in terms of their internal logic and the tourism
system and collaboration dynamics they suggest. The motivations for a destination or region (as a
coalition of stakeholders) to enhance or modify collaboration are quite different and not necessarily
compatible with those of the firms (incorporated within them). In other words, there is no reason to
believe that collaboration that would suit a destination is compatible with the networks that emerge
spontaneously when autonomous firms interact;
For policy and analytical purposes, it is important not to overlook the opportunity costs associated with
any collaborative arrangement (formal or not), and any tourism firm will be in a position to consider
and invest in a limited set of collaborative-learning alliances or networks (in terms of the material,
managerial and cognitive resources required to sustain these strategies);
The role of novelty and innovation in the tourism system, as well as the nature of learning ensure that it
is not possible for any firm (as well as for the local or destination systems that connect them) to predict
or calculate an optimal strategy with respect to knowledge-acquisition networking. All firms can do is
establish conjectures with respect to the learning strategies that will provide the greatest dividends. An
important role of inter-firm linkages is to test or validate these conjectures by interacting with similar or
related businesses;
The fundamental distinction between product innovations and process innovations plays an important
role in suggesting distinct learning strategies for firms positioned differently within evolving tourism
systems. Tourism firms usually need to specialise to some extent with respect to the type of learning
abilities (and strategic basis) they want to sustain—and this shapes their ultimate networking strategy.

It is important not to ignore these aspects when approaching tourism governance, and the interplay between
intra-destination and external networks tourism firms can engage in. Poon’s (1993) three dimensions of strategic
competition were extended by Tremblay (1997, 1998) and Michael (2007) to analyse collaboration. This implies
modelling horizontal, vertical and diagonal linkages as alternative (and potentially competing) learning allianceoptions between business units But it is dubious whether optimal collaborative configurations could be
uncovered, even from a cluster or community perspective (as suggested by Michael 2007). By their analytical
nature, learning (and evolutionary principles) are incompatible with optimisation and equilibrium model and the
suggestion that optimal networking configurations could be fashioned overlooks a number of critical questions,
Firstly, the inescapable role of governments in supporting network design and their ability to shape network or
cluster attributes places serious limitations on the notion of optimal connection configurations. This extends to
the tendencies of bureaucracies to seek to control assets, places and learning. It is unlikely that tourism
destination planners could expect to promote optimal network configurations, the latter being more likely to
distort or disadvantage some stakeholders at the expense of others, and to obstruct learning opportunities
occurring from linkages established externally to a destination, region or cluster, which would have required
strong outside connections.
In the absence of more comprehensive theories or understanding of various sources of collaboration, public
support should take the form of sustaining a healthy level of diversity of learning strategies, and, if required,
attempting to avoid apparent conflicts between private and public sector investments in learning and the creation
of new capabilities (Tremblay 2000). This is why it is not only legitimate, but in fact critical for destinations and
other tourism agencies to not only consider, but attempt to model the costs incurred by private tourism firms and
other stakeholders arising from the emergence of various configurations and forms of collaboration, whether the
latter are perceived to be discretionary or not. This should include the question of whether governmentsponsored destination development efforts and the provision of collaborative opportunities (linked with datasharing, marketing, product development, infrastructure development, etc.) is distributed fairly and favours some
destination members at the expense of others. This small project constitutes an exploratory research attempt
towards informing such questions.
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As the notion of ‘costs of collaboration’ has rarely been advanced or operationalised, it is not possible to
utilise pre-existing categories or pre-tested forms of measurement. The areas of literature summarised above
suggest that this exploratory project should initially attempt to address the following questions:
1. How do tourism businesses conceptualise collaboration in the first place? Do they have the same broad
outlook on widespread types of capabilities and assets or do they restrict it to a small number of
dimensions?
2. How do they think about advantages and disadvantages associated with collaboration? Do they
formulate those in terms of traditional barriers, resources or other costs?
3. Do the basic variables of business size, location/distance, or type of business function determine the
perceptions of costs and benefits from collaboration, and the business relationship to other
organisations?
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Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY
To acquire a rich set of research results, a combination of various methods complementing each other are needed
(Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias 1992; Creswell 1994; Neuman 2000). Using several methods as part of one
research project provides a balance between the different components that may otherwise be difficult to achieve.
To achieve the aims and objectives of this research, an exploratory study design was chosen. As Neuman
(2000) stated, an exploratory approach is proposed in order to become familiar with the basic facts, setting, and
concerns of those being studied. In exploratory research the variables are unknown whilst the context is very
important (Creswell 1994).
This study used the purposive sampling technique, occasionally referred to as judgement sampling. This
method is very useful for gaining a deeper understanding of the selected individuals. Purposive sampling is
regarded as the most suitable approach because it involves the subjective selection of the sampling units
(respondents) by an expert (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias 1992; Creswell 1998; Neuman 2000).
The questions (at the end of chapter 2) served as the basis for the questionnaire design. Because of the
complexity of the topic, it was deemed useful to incorporate some redundancy in the overall survey design. The
survey therefore considered the aspects above (mainly 1 and 2) with respect to [a] generic motives and types of
collaboration, [b] current collaborations and [c] feasibility of specific types of collaboration (suggested by the
interview) and [d] further opportunities for additional collaboration.
The method chosen to undertake this exploration involved a qualitative instrument (with open-ended
questions) and a limited sample of businesses, pre-stratified to ensure some diversity with respect to the key
variables of interest. A questionnaire was devised in collaboration with the Insights units of Tourism NT, for the
sake of exploring the questions above, which allowed for completely open initial questions, followed by leading
comments, if the respondents could not relate to the terminology or concepts surveyed. It was decided that the
sample would need to be fairly limited and this first incursion into that topic would benefit from depth, rather
than large sample size. Only two size categories were established to explore the potential role of that variable in
the Northern Territory context (the determination of that attribute being often controversial, size across regions
and systems being relative). The sample was also organised around membership to the accommodation sector, so
as to include a sufficient (but not overwhelming) number of firms originating from the hospitality industry.
Reasons to pay attention to that dimension include the specific nature of accommodation networks, as well as the
important role attributed to lifestyle in some types of hospitality establishments (discussed in the literature
survey above).
The formulation of the ‘distance’ variable (and its connection to periphery, remoteness) for the sake of
analysing collaboration is relatively more complex and needed to be refined. A number of aspects could be
considered:
•

•

In terms of traditional business disadvantages (sometimes expressed as costs), reference can be made to
distance from main population centres, from main infrastructure (for tourists), from main source
markets, from basic services required by tourism firms, from main communication/transport channels,
etc.
Distance could also be expressed in terms of distance from the most relevant NTO or tourism agency
(see Ateljevic and Doorne 2004 who argue that, in some region, the perceived absence of local
involvement by the NTO contributed to feelings of alienation at the local level and a perception of the
agency as ‘distant’ and leading to inequities).

For the NT research, it was decided to build two simple constructs of distance that might play a role, one
related to the centrality of the region (with the Top End being postulated as more central and closer to NT
decision-making) and one making a distinction between businesses located inside the main townships (Alice
Springs and Darwin) and those located in the neighbouring regions.
The aim of the sampling process was to select information-rich respondents with experience and potentially
engaging in collaborative activities. There were initial delays in conducting this survey as major changes were
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taking place with respect to the structure and regional boundaries of the RTOs operating in the Northern
Territory. To avoid respondents not expressing their general views of collaboration and focusing excessively on
regional politics, it was eventually decided to survey only businesses least affected by this change, that is only
tourism enterprises belonging to Top End and Centre regions, and excluding participants from the former
Katherine and Barkley regions (see Table 3.1).
The final distribution of respondents across the desired categories is presented in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1: Breakdown of businesses to be interviewed for this project
Study sites including business areas

Business size
<5 EFT*
5+ EFT*

Number of
interviews

Darwin
Accommodation Sector
Other Sectors

2
2

3
3

5
5

Top End Region (ex Darwin)
Accommodation Sector
Other Sectors

2
2

2
2

4
4

Alice Springs
Accommodation Sector
Other Sectors

2
3

2
3

4
6

2
2
18

1
3
18

3
5
36

Alice Springs Region (ex Alice Springs)
Accommodation
Other Sectors
Total
Note:* = equivalent full-time employee

Data collection
The empirical research component was undertaken through personal interviews. These face-to-face in-depth
interviews and telephone interviews based on focused, open-ended as well as closed-ended questions provide the
primary data source for the project. Probing was used to help respondents elaborate on or clarify an answer or to
explain the reason behind an answer (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias 1992). Despite the fact that the
interview was structured, the respondents had considerable liberty in expressing their views, definitions and
perceptions of a situation. The focused interview permits the research to obtain details of personal perceptions,
reactions, and the like (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias 1992; Neuman 2000).
A list with potential participants, including the most suitable contact person, was generated and through
suggestions and discussion with a representative from Tourism NT completed. Prior to conducting the interviews
the interview schedule was pilot tested and after minor amendments to achieve a better question flow finalised.
The majority of data collection was conducted from October to December 2008. Potential participants were
initially contacted by telephone. If telephone contact would not be established an invitation to participate email
was sent to the organisation’s email address, where possible directly to the person in charge. As part of the
telephone call as well as the email the researcher introduced herself, briefly explained the study and invited them
to participate. Emphasis was put on the responses being confidential with no names to be released as part of the
report or subsequent publications. Most contacts resulted in agreements and a convenient date and interview time
was arranged. After some incidents where the respondents forgot the scheduled interview, which were rescheduled, one day prior to the scheduled meeting, the interview time and date was re-confirmed either by
telephone or email.
A total of 36 respondents, 18 from the Top End region (including Darwin), and 18 from Central Australia
(including Alice Springs) agreed to participate as part of this study (Table 3.1). The aim was to talk to similar
numbers of respondents from both regions.
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The interviews were conducted mostly at the respondents’ workplaces. The objective was to put the
participants at ease to allow them to freely express their views and opinions in a conversational manner. Prior to
the interview the respondents were provided with a letter of consent, which they signed, stating that they freely
participate and that they can withdraw from the interview at any given time without giving an explanation, that
all information given will be dealt with confidentially and their anonymity will be ensured.. The respondents
were assured that the collected data will be stored in a safe and locked up office place to provide the necessary
confidentiality and anonymity. All interviews were completed. Prior to the start of the interview a general
introduction of the project with its objectives were provided to the respondents. With the respondents’ consent
their responses were written down during the interviewing process. Probing was used to encourage the
respondents to expand and elaborate on their answers.
Some of the interview questions appeared to be repetitive but after explaining the specifics of each question
the respondents were happy to helpful to answer each of the questions. Overall most respondents were
comfortable in answering the questions and reacted positively when invited to provide suggestions such as the
response to Question 7, how to overcome barriers to collaboration. The majority appeared to be pleased having
had the opportunity of providing their views and being heard. The topic, collaboration of tourism businesses,
was of great interest to the respondents irrespectively of the size or type of the business.
The average length of an interview was 30 minutes with the longest being 90 minutes and the shortest 20
minutes. The two shorter interviews were the telephone interviews. The willingness to participate and interview
format and uptake was the same for the interviews conducted at the Top End as of Central Australia. After
completing the interview more than half of the respondents inquired on the next steps of this project, specifically
the outcome and possible implication of the findings. The consensus was that this was an absolutely worthwhile
study and that it is an important issue for the businesses. If the respondent indicated an interest in obtaining the
research findings, they were provided with a follow-up email thanking them for their participation and the
weblink to the STCRC bookshop in order to download the report when published, with the option to research
other areas of interest.

Data analysis
The qualitative data was analysed during and after the information was collected. During the interview process
some analysis occurred while reviewing the interview responses, as well as on-going analysis of emergent
themes. In qualitative data analysis the process of analysis started with detailed observation of the responses,
identification of general ideas or patterns of the issues to be studied. The patterns or ideas were then broken
down into themes through the process of pattern coding. The emergent themes or relationships were grouped into
meaningful categories based on the responses provided by the interviewees.
In order to fully analyse and examine the relationship between the categories, for example frequencies and
descriptive statistics, SPSS (a computer software program) was used. To retain the richness of the data
accompanying interview excerpts are used to emphasise and illustrate specific points.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction
This chapter introduces the reader to the results obtained from the respondents’ answers to the questionnaire
(Appendix A).
From the total of 36 respondents, 18 respondents were sourced from the Top End Region and Central NT
respectively, with 21 respondents from urban areas and 15 regional areas. The break down of respondents as
described in the method section, Chapter 3, resulted into 16 interviews with accommodation providers and 20
with ‘other’ tourism businesses. For each of the main questions below, the description of the overall results is
followed by comments as to whether any of 6 key (potential) intervening variables of interest for this study seem
to have played a critical role:
1. Region: The region of the respondent (Top End or Centre);
2. Location: The relative location of the respondent (town/urban or regional);
3. Sector: The main sector-function of the business (accommodation or not);
4. Size: The size of the business measured by employment (divided between businesses with (small) less
than 5 equivalent full time [EFT] employees and those (large) with 5 or more);
5. Tourism experience: The involvement (experience) of the respondent in the tourism sector (recoded to
divide between those with 10 or less years and those with more than 10 years);
6. NT experience: The involvement (experience) of the respondent in the tourism sector in the Northern
Territory (recoded to divide between those with 10 or less years and those with more than 10 years).
The possible role of those 6 variables was analysed unilaterally by applying cross-tabulations to each variable
of interest below. It must be noted that the findings derived from that exercise and the comments arising below
stem from the inspection of those results, and the judgment of the researchers as to their meaningfulness and
potential value. When the results were particularly strong, a symbol was used to note that result (+, ++ or +++).
Statistical tests could not be expected to apply from these results given the open nature of the questions (recoded
into significant categories), the sample size and the non-random nature of the sampling frame.
All respondents were asked what they understood collaboration to be and the activities they associated with
collaboration (without any prompt). For the majority of respondents (35) marketing followed by sales (33) are
the areas they think collaboration refers to (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1: Collaborative activities as understood by the respondents (n=36)
Collaborative activity
Sales
Marketing
Business Information/Statistics (formal and informal)
Research and Innovation
Technology
Personnel / Staffing
Sector Development
Regional Development

Frequency
33
35
11
2
1
5
27
25

Additionally, respondents mentioned collaboration for the purpose of joint ventures, collecting and sharing
information, community benefits, educating visitors, logistics, safety, and gaining expertise. A common theme
was to work together for a common goal and mutual benefit. The latter can be interpreted to suggest that
collaboration is a goal in itself. The more likely interpretation is that this simply reiterates the need for ongoing
investment in destination-based collaboration, in the context of daily tourism business competition. The need for
destination coherence (in terms of cohesion with respect to its marketing and overall business goals) also stems
from such views. In the same way, references to marketing are excessively broad and potentially encompass
activities linked with advertising, product development and, business relationships—the latter being a typical
sub-theme within marketing.
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A few observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables can be made:
• The only 3 respondents who did not associate sales with collaboration activities were all larger firms and
had significantly more tourism experience;
• Respondents located in the Centre were significantly less likely to mention business information and
statistics as form of collaboration;
• Respondents located in the regions (not the town) were significantly more likely to mention business
information and statistics as form of collaboration;
• Respondents representing smaller businesses were significantly more likely to associate sectoral
development with collaboration;
• Respondents from the Centre region were much more likely to associate collaboration with regional
development [++]—in fact almost all did, while this was considered important for a minority of Top End
businesses;
• Respondents from the Centre and from sectors other than accommodation were also most likely to
associate collaboration with Joint Ventures.
Having discussed the respondents’ understanding and perception of collaboration, Question 2 aimed to
determine the perceived costs for businesses to participate in collaborative activities. Respondents provided
unprompted and frequently multiple answers which were grouped into: financial, time, operational, outsourcing
costs as well as no costs involved. Table 4.2 shows the breakdown of responses. Financial and time associated
costs were identified by the majority, and in the same number of times. Most commonly, both costs were
mentioned together.
Table 4.2: Perceived costs for businesses to participate in collaborative activities (n=36)
Costs collaboration
Financial
Time
Operational
Outsourcing
Nil

Frequency
27
27
13
1
3

A few observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables can be made:
• The financial cost aspect seems to apply across the board, although slightly more common with smaller
business respondents;
• The time dimension was mentioned more frequently by respondents located in the regional environments
than in the townships;
• The operational dimension was mentioned significantly more by operators from sectors other than
accommodation and larger businesses.
Not only costs associated with collaboration may hinder businesses to collaborate, potential risks have the
same effect. Respondents were invited to explore the notion of perceived risks with respect to collaborating with
other businesses. Their feedback was collated into three main categories: ethical risks, general risks, and no risks
if businesses engage in ‘true’ collaboration in an ethical manner, mentioned 12 times. The category ethical risks
are related to mistrust and encompass aspects such as copying one’s business approach/marketing strategies,
poaching customers, the abuse of trust, poaching staff and stealing one’s intellectual property (IP). This category
was mentioned a total of 9 times. The general risk category, mentioned 22 times, feature aspects or consequences
of network failure and included risks such as the breakdown of the partnership, loss of competitive edge,
potential bad image, unmet expectations, reliance on partners from an operational, directional, or reputational
aspect, risks associated with operational practices, as well as financial risks. The latter category was more often
mentioned by the larger business and non-accommodation sector respondents. These general risks were also
significantly more mentioned (++) by respondents with tourism and with NT experience.
The next question in the survey (Question 4, Appendix A) aimed to determine the perceived benefits of
collaboration for tourism businesses as understood by the participants. Similarly to the question on associated
costs, participants identified a wide array of potential benefits which were grouped in the following way (Table
4.3).
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Table 4.3: Potential benefits of collaboration for tourism businesses (n=36)
Benefits of collaboration
Helping each other (fostering/promoting local businesses, operational, community)
Diversity of products
Visitor increase
Financial (increased sales, split costs)
Market/sector position (gaining advantage)
Positive ‘picture’
Additional resources
Staff increase
Information exchange/networking
Feedback (input) from peers
High standard/benchmark
Provides comparison
Strategic planning of future direction
Greater exposure

Frequency
14
6
6
13
16
9
4
4
5
5
9

13

The top three benefits as outlined by the participants were: a better market/sector position (16 times
mentioned), helping each other (14 times mentioned) and these referred to broadening the market base, but could
also mean, helping each other on an operational basis, or through reputation for supporting the community, or
other businesses. Financial benefits came next and were highlighted 13 times each. All other potential benefits
were mentioned less, however, the responses provided a great diversity of benefits considered and little precision
insofar as generic benefits from collaboration seemed blurred in the respondents’ replies. This question
specifically did not refer to current collaborative activities rather asked for possible benefits that result from
collaborative activities.
A few observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables can be made:
• The benefit helping each other was mentioned relatively more by respondents located in urban centres;
• The benefit enhancing product diversity was mentioned relatively more by respondents with longer NT
experience and those with tourism experience (++);
• The benefit increasing visitation was mentioned relatively more by respondents belonging to the
accommodation sector and lesser NT or tourism experience;
• Benefits of a financial nature were mentioned relatively more by respondents from the Centre region, of
larger size and not belonging to the accommodation sector;
• The benefit improving market position or advantage was mentioned significantly more by respondents
with longer NT and tourism experience (++);
• Benefits linked with resources-sharing were mentioned relatively more by respondents from the regional
locations rather than towns and by respondents with shorter NT and tourism experience;
• Benefits linked with information-sharing were mentioned relatively more by respondents from the
town/urban locations rather than regional;
• Benefits linked with seeking feedback or opinion from industry peers were mentioned more by
respondents located in the Centre, part of larger businesses and with less experience in the NT and in
tourism.
In contrast, the next question (5) referred specifically to collaborative activities currently take place among
local tourism and/or other businesses. Table 4.5 shows the activities as identified by the respondents.
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Table 4.5: Collaborative activities currently taking place as identified by the respondents (n=36)
Collaborative activities
Relationship/network building
Acting locally (participate in shows, schools etc)
Awareness raising (animal welfare day, business workshops, free entry)
Association memberships (Tourism Development Commission, TTE, Backpackers)
Marketing (cross marketing, through agents, jointly, sites, expos)
Event organisation
Sharing customers / staff
Developing a joint vision/initiative (e.g. Kakadu NP; Amazing Alice)
Nothing
No idea

Frequency
20
15
5
16
18
5
4
6
1
2

The main activity identified was stated as ‘relationship building and networking’. As coded in the analysis
process, respondents’ answers suggest that an investment is being built, and that this is valuable in some
undisclosed way. This really demonstrates that respondents hesitated or had difficulties expressing the nature of
their collaborative, maybe because they do not hold precise expectations with respect to the exact benefits
networking is supposed to bring. It can also be interpreted as referring to ongoing goodwill and trust-building
investments that bring benefits in the form of information-sharing and most likely by operating such shared
functions as generating new ideas, undertaking environmental scanning (finding out what is going on locally and
happening sector-wise) as well as influencing policy and perceptions. Other dominant activities included
marketing activities, being a member of an association (which some respondents might not have mentioned
because too obvious!), and acting locally (as being involved in cluster-type local initiatives). One such example
which falls within multiple categories was the initiative taken by several small businesses in Alice Springs that
led to the joint development of the product ‘Amazing Alice’. Amazing Alice was initiated by the businesses
themselves and is now marketed as such. One partner said that ‘[i]t is important to stay small enough to optimise
the operation’.
A few observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables follow:
• The current collaboration to build relationships/networks seems to apply equally across the board;
• The current collaboration to act locally was mentioned more by respondents from non-accommodation
sectors and in the smaller firms;
• The current collaboration linked with association membership was mentioned more by respondents from
the accommodation sector and with more experience in tourism;
• Forms of current collaboration linked with marketing were mentioned significantly more by respondents
located in the Top End, in town/urban centres and in the non-accommodation sectors;
• The few respondents mentioning current collaborations linked with events all were located in town/urban
centres and were relatively small businesses;
• The few respondents mentioning current collaborations linked with staff sharing all belonged to nonaccommodation sectors;
• The few respondents mentioning current no collaborations or absence of knowledge about current
collaborations were located in the Centre and in the regional environment.
In order to gain insight into why businesses may not collaborate, Question 6 asked the participants to state
what they perceive as potential barriers to collaborating with other businesses. Some of the barriers mentioned
were the same or similar to the perceived costs of collaboration (asked earlier) whereas some specific differences
were based on personal traits, local environment, or personal perceptions on the relevance of collaboration.
Table 4.6 lists the barriers to collaboration. Most respondents identified more than one barrier.
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Table 4.6: Barriers to collaborate with other businesses (n=36)
Resources

Barriers to collaboration
Financial
Time
Human

Competition
Lack of professionalism (stealing customers, bad mouthing, non compliance)
Business size
Distance/remoteness
Seasonality
Lack of support (provisions)
Lack of understanding
Self-interest
Operational (fees, sharing of info)
Newcomer
Bad attitude/personalities/mind-set of individuals
Government bureaucracy (red tape, mindset, favouritism)
Relevance (business suitable to each other)
Dependence on partners
Overall downturn of tourism in town [Alice]
No clear goal/direction/vision
No decision making powers
Lack of knowledge/business knowledge
Not suitable businesses/partners

Frequency
5
7
5
12
9
26
16
2
2
3
5
4
1
11
5
2
2
1
4
1
2
1

Although not suggested to respondents, the most mentioned barrier was ‘business size’ with 26 nominations,
followed by remoteness (26), competition (12), and negative personality traits (11). The whole notion of
resources attracted overall 17 nominations and, for the purpose of clarification the generic barrier category of
‘resources’ was broken down into financial (5), time (7) and human (5) resources.
Although the category ‘business size’ as a barrier identified the most (26 times), respondents did not
necessarily have the same reasons to link firm size and benefits or costs of collaboration, usually the same
aspects featured in the literature (the role of management capabilities, time constraints, financial preoccupations
and strategic outlook) affecting the ability to absorb new ideas and act on opportunities. For instance,
respondents commented on:
‘Large and small businesses are less likely to collaborate with each other due to their different
business size and structure.’
‘Larger businesses often face time constraints, are impersonal and don’t allow for personal
relationships, are not in for the long run, are arrogant and unwilling to work together [with smaller
businesses], are afraid of losing customers.’
‘Smaller businesses have less resources, greater flexibility to collaborate, are more caring, lack
know-how.’
‘Larger businesses will gain more benefits.’
‘Businesses similar in size are “a good fit”, particularly smaller businesses; larger businesses are
less interested in collaborating.’
Similar to business size, respondents suggested aspects of distance/remoteness as a barrier, with a variety of
interpretations as to how this might constitute barriers to collaboration. Some respondents thought that distance
is a barrier because business settings might not be compatible with markets catered for by peers, others referred
to distance/remoteness as hindering collaboration for poorer communication, whereas another few respondents
thought distance itself not to be a barrier, rather referring to lesser access (in terms of choice) to preferred or
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quality business partners. Some respondents on the other hand thought that being remote is a plus as it places
isolated businesses (in good locations) in demand, and does not create hindrances as such. Frequently ‘distance’
came up as a barrier in Central Australia with respondents referring to distance being an issue on a regional level
(characterising the whole region rather than specific business locations), particularly with regards to marketing
strategies, advertising and the longstanding tension between Uluru and Alice Springs in the dynamics of that
tourism region.
A few observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables are of interest:
• Barriers to current collaboration linked with financial resources were all mentioned by Top End
businesses, and in the large majority located in town (Darwin);
• Barriers to current collaboration linked with time resources were also more the concern of Top End
businesses, but this time in the large majority by smaller, and accommodation-type businesses and
located in the regional area, run by less experienced (NT- and tourism-wise) operators;
• Barriers to current collaboration linked with human resources were the clear-cut concern of (and only
mentioned by) accommodation establishments [++] (well-known to struggle with staff turnover in the
NT) and to a lesser extent of smaller firms and less experienced operators (NT- and tourism-wise);
• Competition (or competitive forces as an impediment to partnerships) was identified as a barrier
relatively more by Top End businesses (and more by town-based respondents) of larger size and in the
non-accommodation sector;
• Respondents that identified lack of professionalism as a barrier to collaboration were relatively more
associated with the Top End and urban environments (but might have referred to other regions or
environments in their statements) and were more experienced respondents associated with larger
businesses;
• Distance/remoteness was identified as an impediment to collaboration by a majority of businesses,
irrespective of their location, size, sector or experience;
• Bad attitude (towards collaboration or uninviting personality) was identified as an impediment to
collaboration relatively more by businesses located in the regional environments, and slightly more by
the accommodation sector respondents;
• The barrier to current collaboration ‘Government bureaucracy (red tape, mindset, favouritism)’ was
mentioned less often, but notably mainly by respondents from larger, regional and Top End businesses.
The respondents were provided with an opportunity to make suggestions on how to overcome these barriers
(Question 7). The majority (19) thought support material such as training, workshops, appointing a champion for
the cause, networking meetings and so forth, would encourage collaboration and eliminate some of the
previously mentioned barriers. Other key areas were: the promotion of the whole region (13), better planning and
funding schemes, including having a written agreement and clearly specified goals (7) and being open minded
and willing to participate (7)—for the full list see Table 4.7. The main suggestions (grouped under ‘support
mechanism’) seem directed towards generic government or industry-sponsored support. References to regional
promotion seem to address some dissatisfaction and point at possible improvements for existing collaborative
arrangements, while other, less important listed actions refer to learning (by businesses themselves) improved
methods to entice or support collaborative ventures.
Table 4.7: ‘Actions’ how to overcome barriers to collaboration (n=36)
Items to overcoming barriers
Support mechanisms (training, workshops, networking meetings, champion,
relationships with TTE, Tourism NT, Chamber of Commerce)
Recruitment/placement organisation
Education (on benefits, growth, potential)
Government funding (to build new infrastructure, fee reduction, marketing
strategies, create competiveness)
Planning/joint funding schemes/written agreement, clear goal
Open-minded and willing (government dept, individuals)
Re-visit and re-evaluate a partnership
Partners’ commitment
Trust, honesty, truthfulness
Staff placement
Promote the whole region
Don’t know

Frequency
19
1
5
3
7
7
3

1
13
6
19
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Some observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables are of interest:
• Actions to overcome barriers to current collaboration of the generic support mechanism type were
significantly more mentioned by respondents located in the Centre, and those with more experience in
tourism;
• Education (promotion of collaboration to other tourism businesses) was mentioned more by urban and
Top End and non-accommodation business respondents, and with experience in the NT;
• Government funding was mentioned by only a few businesses, all larger and located in the Top End;
• References to open-minded and willing bureaucracy were made significantly more by individuals
located in the regional areas;
• References to promoting whole region were made overwhelmingly (all but 1) by respondents located in
the Centre;
• Of the 6 respondents who did not know what actions could be taken to overcome barriers to current
collaboration, most belonged to the accommodation sector, and had significantly less experience in
tourism and in the Top End.
In order to implement actions to foster collaboration, the research team asked respondents if they could think
of things that they thought would make it easier for businesses to collaborate, this time prompting for them to
consider [a] business structures, [b] Government policy or initiatives and [c] the role of associations (Question
8). The respondents suggested the 14 items listed in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Items that make it easier to collaborate (n=36)
Items to make it easier to collaborate
Business size (larger better)
Different businesses (bundling with variety of products)
Incentives/support Government
Business enterprise scheme
Fairness/transparency
Communication/networking
Association membership/support (e.g. TTE, TCA, committees)
Less bureaucracy/regulations
Better structured associations (e.g. TTE, TCA, committees)
Joint events
Technology
Being ‘known’ in the industry
Small town/remoteness
Staff sharing

Frequency
3
11
15
4
1
19
18
2
3
2
3
1
3
1

The majority of respondents identify as key items they thought would make it easier for businesses to
collaborate: good communication and networking (19), potentially suggesting that current partnerships were not
satisfactory, as well as belonging to an association (18), suggesting that RTO memberships needed greater
support and that the value of that membership clearly lied with broad uptake. Government incentives and support
was also commonly mentioned (15), as well as the need for tourism businesses to be more proactive and
approach different/new potential partners, especially to foster product development and extend current product
variety. Occasional comments made with respect to government’s involvement regarding collaboration amongst
businesses included the notion that government:
• needs to be the driver, government should provide funding and direction for businesses;
• government needs to look at the bigger picture and having a vision whilst being open and transparent in
the approach being taken; and
• provide businesses with grants or low interest loans to encourage collaboration.
The possibility of obtaining a low interest loan was considered as beneficial particularly for partnerships
trying to develop new products, specifically businesses jointly developing and marketing package deals. The
notion of diversifying and package deals was also raised by multiple respondents (11) throughout most
interviews in both locales, the Top End as well as Central Australia.
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A number of observations relating to the potential role of intervening variables are of interest:
• The few respondents who mentioned business size as an attribute or policy to support collaboration all
belonged to the accommodation sector;
• Incentives/support from government was mentioned more by respondents from larger businesses and
located in the regional areas, and with more experience (NT and tourism);
• Communication/networking was mentioned significantly more by small and regional respondents;
• Association membership/support (e.g. TTE, TCA, committees) was mentioned significantly more by
experiences respondents (NT and tourism).
All respondents were subsequently provided with a range of business areas which in theory could apply that
that they might not have considered in the first instance. They were asked if businesses such as theirs could
consider collaborating in any of these areas. This is the only question where respondents were requested to
consider systematically each area of collaboration (were prompted for each). Table 4.9 shows the pre-determined
list of areas of collaboration and the number of responses.
Table 4.9: Areas of collaboration (n=36)
Areas of collaboration
Sales
Marketing
Business information/Statistics (formal and informal)
Research and Innovation
Technology
Personnel / Staffing
Sector Development
Regional Development

Frequency
29
36
32
27
32
31
34
36

All respondents (36) selected marketing and regional development as areas they considered it feasible to
collaborate, followed by sector development (34) and technology, such as website design (32), and sharing
business information and statistics (32). Many respondents said belonging to an association statistics are already
shared as is marketing through joint marketing strategies. In fact, all areas of collaboration were considered
‘feasible’ by the vast majority, and the two areas slightly less endorsed (still considered possible by the majority)
were sales (29) and research and innovation (27).
For the sake of examining the potential role of intervening variables, focus is reversed and applies on the
attributes of those respondents who did not select an area:
• The few respondents who did not mention sales as a feasible area of collaboration belonged (with only 1
exception) to non-accommodation businesses and were located in a region;
• The few respondents who did not mention business information/statistical sharing as a feasible area of
collaboration belonged (with only 1 exception) to the accommodation businesses and were located in
towns;
• The few respondents who did not mention research and innovation as a feasible area of collaboration
belonged significantly more to the accommodation sector;
• The few respondents who did not mention technology sharing as a feasible area of collaboration were
more often located in the Top End, and in the regional area (all);
• The few respondents who did not mention personnel/staff sharing as a feasible area of collaboration
were significantly more located in the Top End and were all larger businesses;
For each instance of not selecting an area of feasible collaboration the respondents were asked why they
thought it is not feasible to collaborate in that area. The reasons given were: not in our field (or not applicable)
(8)—such as with respect to ‘research and innovation’ respondents said that this area is not relevant to some of
the businesses and therefore did not select it; too time consuming (2); in-house staff training (4) particularly for
specialised businesses did not want to share business information and statistics (4); view of government
favouritism and lack of trust (1), the respondent who mentioned that was not willing to share information or
work together in the area of sales; not wanting to lose the competitive edge (3); and, not wanting to share the
responsibility for their sales (5), these respondents preferred having sole responsibility and insight into their
sales.
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A number of observations relating to the connections between areas of collaboration considered not being
feasible and the reasons provided (to exclude feasibility):
• The few respondents who did not mention sales as a feasible area of collaboration argued (in the
majority) that they do not want that type of activity to be undertaken jointly with other businesses either
because of lack of trust (about the ability to find partners that would fit in their approaches and
incentives) as well as the perceptions (by respondents) that sales development constitutes an area of
proprietary knowledge and a source of competitive advantage;
• The few respondents who did not mention business information/statistical sharing as a feasible area of
collaboration identified that ‘not to share information’ was a personal strategy (or a corporate policy) and
a few mentioned the fear of losing competitive edge arising from information-sharing;
• The few respondents who did not mention research and innovation as a feasible area of collaboration
expressed the view that R&D was not their field, by which they meant either that R&D development was
outside their preoccupations (as adopters of technology) or, in the same vein, takes place outside the
Northern Territory environment (presumably conceptualised solely as production technology).
• The few respondents who did not mention technology sharing as a feasible area of collaboration did not
display clear-cut patterns in their answers, referring occasionally to the protection of proprietary assets
and fear of losing competitive edge;
• The few respondents who did not mention personnel/staff sharing as a feasible area of collaboration
referred in the majority to ‘in-house training’ policies, which some portrayed also as a source of
competitive edge that could be eroded if sharing took place;
• The only 2 respondents who did not mention regional development as a feasible area of collaboration
identified ‘government favouritism’ as an issue and expressed concern relating to information sharing in
general as well as the erosion of competitive edge that can ensue;
After discussing the feasibility of collaborating in the different areas in general, Question 10 enquired
specifically about forthcoming plans and asked how likely respondents were to collaborate in these same areas in
the coming year. This was done by inviting them to rank the importance of such collaboration possibilities along
the following scale: 4=very important, 3=somewhat important, 2=not important, and 1=not at all important (see
Table 4.10).
Table 4.10: Importance to collaborate (n=35*)
Area of collaboration

4=very
important
Sales
23
Marketing
28
Business Information/ Statistics
9
Research and innovation
7
Technology
17
Personnel / Staffing
12
Sector Development
15
Regional Development
23
[*Note: one respondent chose not to answer this question]

3=somewhat
important
6
5
16
13
8
9
12
7

2=not
important
2
0
6
6
5
6
5
2

1=not at all
important
4
2
4
9
5
8
3
3

The area marketing attracted the highest ranking. Twenty-eight out of 35 respondents thought that
collaborating in marketing will be very important for them and for 5 respondents it is somewhat important in the
next year. The lowest ‘very important’ ranking was for research and innovation followed by business
information and statistics. Again, some of these fields were considered as not applicable to particular businesses.
To examine the potential role of intervening variables for these score variables, it is useful to contrast average
scores by groups. The table below (Table 4.11) present mean scores.
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Table 4.11: Mean scores for each area of collaboration
Areas of collaboration
Marketing
Regional development
Sales
Sector development
Technology-sharing
Stats/info
Staff-sharing
Research and innovation

Score
3.58
3.33
3.28
3.03
2.97
2.78
2.64
2.44

Mean scores were also computed for sub-groups corresponding to the 6 intervening variables used
throughout the analysis. While it must be kept in mind that standard deviations and difference tests can not relied
on because they would not satisfy requirements of statistically random sample for a well defined population, and
of sample size, calculated standard deviations were used to establish the importance of each difference between
sub-categories.
The following descriptive observations follow:
• The collaboration area of sales attracted a higher score in general from respondents located in the Centre
and the non-accommodation sectors, but the extent of differences was weak;
• The collaboration area of staff attracted a significantly higher score from respondents located in the Top
End;
• The collaboration area of sectoral development and regional development attracted a higher score in
general from respondents with more tourism experience.
Question 11 asked the respondents to identify what they thought being the types of businesses which will
benefit the most from collaborative activities (Table 4.12). The question was originally unprompted (to find out
what dimensions would come to the mind of respondents), then they were asked whether they believed large/size
and/or regional/urban tourism businesses would gain most from collaboration.
Table 4.12: Types of businesses with the greatest benefit from collaborative activities (n=36)
Business types
Accommodation
Tour companies including guiding
Retail
Larger businesses
Smaller businesses
Remote/regional businesses
Attractions
Urban
All

Frequency
6
7
3
5
20
12
2
3
16

The majority agreed that smaller businesses, particularly smaller business in remote locations would benefit
most. The reasons which were provided included:
• helping each other through harder times
• less competition in remote locations
• small and regional businesses need more assistance, have limited resources, relate better to each other,
have less networks, need partners, need greater exposure.
But 5 respondents expressed the opposite view; that larger businesses might gain (and 3 indicated that urban
businesses would be advantaged), pointing at the perceived greater opportunities to engage in or ability to
capitalise on partnerships in the first place.
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Examination of the potential role of intervening variables points at a number of general observations:
• The majority of respondents who indicated accommodation businesses as likely to benefit from
collaboration were themselves in that sector (5 out of 6);
• The majority of respondents who indicated tour operator businesses as likely to benefit from
collaboration were located in the Top End (6 out of 7);
• All respondents who indicated retail businesses as likely to benefit from collaboration were located in
urban environments and had more experience in the NT and in tourism;
• The majority of respondents who indicated that larger businesses were more likely to benefit from
collaboration were located in the Top End, in the urban area and in the accommodation sector. But they
were not necessarily themselves larger or smaller;
• The majority of respondents who indicated that smaller businesses (the most common choice) were more
likely to benefit from collaboration were located in the Centre. Location, sector or size played no
obvious role in affecting this pattern of response;
• The majority of respondents who indicated that regional businesses were more likely to benefit from
collaboration were located in the Centre, in the regional areas and smaller overall.
• All the respondents (3) that indicated that urban businesses were more likely to benefit from
collaboration were located in urban environments and had more experience in the NT and in tourism;
• The majority of respondents who indicated all businesses were likely to benefit from collaboration had
greater experience in the NT and in tourism.

It must be added that respondents who said that all businesses benefit from collaborative activities seemed to
take a destination or regional system perspective and referred to:
•
inter-linkages between tourism businesses;
•
commonality of outcomes;
•
growth in markets for destination;
•
destination enhancements through strategic congruence.
Most respondents (33) thought that there are additional opportunities for collaboration in the tourism industry
in the NT (Question 12). Two respondents did say that they do not know whereas one respondent did not think
that there are additional opportunities. The respondents who said that they think there are additional
opportunities were asked in what areas (Question 13, Table 4.13).
Table 4.13: Areas of additional opportunities for collaboration (n=33)
Areas of additional opportunities
All areas
Product development
Advertisement/marketing
Recruitment
Support material (packages)
Associations
Sector
Sharing statistics
Urban and regional businesses together
Sales
Support for each other
Strategic planning
Education (businesses, gov employees, visitors, associations)
Aboriginal enterprises
Operational
Events
Don’t know

Frequency
11
11
15
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
4
1
4
2
2
2
1

The top three areas of additional opportunities for collaboration were: advertisement/marketing (15), product
development, such as package deals (11), and all areas (11). All other areas were mentioned infrequently by a
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few respondents only. One area to mention is ‘education’, the respondents who included education as an
additional opportunity were strongly in favour of educating other business on the benefits of collaboration but
also educating government employees of the different businesses and the role each plays.
Examination of the potential role of intervening variables points shows the following linkages:
• The majority of respondents who indicated product development as an areas of additional opportunity for
collaboration were systematically in the more experienced group and were relatively more numerous in
the Centre and in a large majority located in urban areas;
• The majority of respondents who indicated marketing as an areas of additional opportunity for
collaboration were relatively more common in the non-accommodation sector and were less experienced
in tourism overall.
When asked how these additional opportunities may be realised, the respondents provided an extensive list of
possibilities (see Table 4.14).
Table 4.14: Means to achieve additional opportunities for collaboration (n=33)
Additional opportunities
Individuals (more active, goodwill)
Government funding/incentives
Building relationships /networks
Good communication
Research (of opportunities)
Education (government employees, businesses)
Appointment of a champion
Raising awareness of products
Tourism NT’s marketing focus/providing information
Aboriginal corporations/communities involvement
Don’t know

Frequency
16
12
8
4
6
3
4
2
6
1
2

Individuals’ behaviour and goodwill was identified most often as a way to realise additional opportunity for
collaboration, referring to the view that the role of individual personalities is critical and that further
opportunities will come from individuals running the businesses and their willingness to get engaged with other
businesses. It is quite possible that the 8 respondents who answered ‘building relationships/networks’ were
actually supporting the same general view since they seemed to claim that the process is ongoing and requires a
bottom-up approach.
In contrast, government funding and incentives were mentioned by 12 respondents as a mechanism, shifting
the responsibility on the public sector to drive the process. Those who took that view referred to their need for
being supported by financial incentives to get involved in collaborative activities. The 1 respondent who said
there are no additional opportunities for businesses to collaborate argued that ‘businesses have to come up with
something’ which seems to indicate that further brainstorming is required.
Examination of the potential role of intervening variables points shows the following linkages:
• A larger proportion of the respondents who took the view that individuals needed to take the lead to
realise the opportunities were from the Centre and the regional environments, and they were also less
experienced (NT and tourism-wise);
• A larger proportion of the respondents who took the view that government funding and incentives were
needed were from the regions and the non-accommodation sectors (but they were distributed equally
between the Top End and the Centre).
The last few questions aimed to provide more details in terms of business specific information such as the
tourism sector the respondents classified their organisation (Question 16, see Table 4.15), the number of full time
employees for that business in question (Question 17), their primary source markets for visitors (Question 18),
and the length of time they have been involved in tourism in general and in the NT (Question 19). While
business had been pre-categorised in terms of those variables, many viewed their business as spanning over
multiple functions, and provided greater details about employment.
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Table 4.15: Tourism sector of the interviewed businesses (n=36)
Tourism sector
Accommodation
Tour and Transport
Vehicle Hire
Attraction
Art Gallery / Museum
Café / Restaurant
Wildlife viewing

Frequency
18
11
15
4
4
2

Many of the respondents selected one or more sectors. For example if an accommodation provider had an
adjacent gallery and/or restaurant they identified all three sectors as relevant for their organisation. The majority
of businesses participating in this study categorised themselves as accommodation provider (18), followed by
attraction provider (15), and tour and transport (11). Most of the businesses interviewed said that they have less
than 5 full time employees (17), followed by 13 saying that they have between 5 and 20 employees, and 6 have
more than 20 employees.
In conjunction to the determination of the range of functions respondents were involved in, Question 18
aimed to explore how the respondents would describe their primary source markets for their visitors. Table 4.15
illustrates the different sources as identified by the participants.
Table 4.16: Primary source markets for visitors (n=36)
Source markets
Word of mouth
Advertisement
Cross marketing/code-sharing/package deals
Membership (e.g. TTE, Tourism NT, own association)
Own website/marketing
Corporate (mining)
Government
Partnership with others (wholesalers, agents)
Locals

Frequency
19
13
7
5
16
2
1
3
3

Similar to previous questions, most respondents mentioned more than one source market. The most
mentioned source to get visitors was ‘word-of-mouth’ (19) followed by the respondents’ own website and their
online marketing (16) and general advertisement (13). All other source markets were evenly distributed.
Nominating ‘government’ as the primary source market was done by an accommodation provider who currently
has many of the company’s rooms booked by government as part of the Northern Territory Intervention.
Interviewees expressed their responses both in terms of market segments and of marketing channels, in ways that
were not discriminating, and not allowing the data to reflect the relative importance of these categories. While
Tremblay (1997, 1999a) managed to examine empirically the impact of the ‘market type’ dimension on
networking configurations of tourism businesses in the Top End, the types of responses obtained in this research
do not allow the same type of analysis.
In order to ascertain the length of time the respondents have been involved (a) in tourism in general but also
in tourism in the NT (b), they were asked to specify into which category they fit (see Table 4.17 below, Question
19).
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Table 4.17: Time involved in tourism in the NT (n=36)
Length
<2 years
2–4 years
4–6 years
6–8 years
8–10 years
>10 years

In Tourism (freq)

2

In tourism in NT
(freq)
3
5
2
2

28

24

2
4

The vast majority of respondents were involved in tourism more than 10 years. Some of the respondents said
that they worked in the tourism industry prior to their move to the NT which explains the difference between the
number of years ‘in tourism overall’ and ‘in tourism in the NT’. These variables were recoded to ensure
consistency and transformed into binary intervening variables, by using the 10 year or less dividing point to
differentiate between experienced and less experienced respondents.
The closing question of the interview scheduled invited the respondents to make any comments if they wish
so regarding tourism collaboration. As can be seen in Table 4.18, respondents raised some issues which they
considered as moving towards more collaboration amongst tourism businesses and/or non-tourism businesses, as
well as between tourism businesses and government. Not all respondents provided an answer to this question
whereas several of the participants who responded provided multiple answers.
Table 4.18: Aspects to consider with regards to tourism collaboration (n=19)
Issues
Vision, direction
Government ‘improvements’ re infrastructure (bus stops)
Competition often hindrance
Greater awareness (through publication, promotion,
workshop)
Greater need for participation
Building businesses / relationships
Greater need for flexibility
Need Indigenous employment scheme
Consistency
Need a power balance (equal footing)
Better marketing
Being pro-active

Frequency
5
2
1
4
2
3
2
1
1
1
3
2

None of all the raised aspects were standing based on the times they were mentioned. Having a vision and
clear direction was mentioned the most (5), followed by having greater awareness (4). Some respondents
specifically raised the issue that research findings such as the findings and recommendations from this study
need to be communicated and implemented to raise awareness of the importance of collaboration. That first
category (the majority) referred to business incentives and roles. Other comments made were made that seemed
to point at personal dissatisfaction with specific public sector initiatives (for instance included: ‘Tourism NT and
tourism associations need to do their job to promote tourism in the whole region and not just Uluru so people
know what else they can do’), and suggest that some view the role of private partnerships as a way to redress
imperfections (or divergence of views) related to marketing and support arising from the public sector.
A particularly interesting comment with respect to ‘vision and direction’ was: ‘We need new people in the
industry who are more pro-active and are able to communicate new ways how to do things’. The comment
contrasts partly with views by some that most opportunities have been acted on, and that support is needed to
explore novel ones. It also suggest that the lack of new blood in the industry makes the benefits of innovation
(product mainly) less likely to be explored than in other industries, and might lead to insufficient exploration of
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alternative collaboration networks opportunities. The comment also alludes to the role of champions, which
sometimes enters the realm of tourism when specific goals need to be pursued and an initiative or new enterprise
recognised by all as necessary does not seem to emerge. Some respondents referred to such a notion supporting
the idea of someone specifically responsible for creating and maintaining a link between businesses throughout
the interviews. Those respondents who criticised the lack of understanding (of the virtues of collaboration) or
lack of motivation of other businesses also voiced their desire to have a champion whose role is to advocate
collaboration, troubleshoot difficulties and be trusted as an impartial agent to allocate benefits and costs between
network members. While champions generally emerge out of a sector or region and drive a project, they usually
are expected to bring together attributes such as passion, motivation, leadership skills and a great ability to
communicate and educate stakeholders by sharing their vision of what the future could entail, and help
heterogeneous stakeholders or entrepreneurs to focus on clear and convergent objectives (Lee et al., 2008).
As a last component of this discussion, it is useful to review the role of the 6 key intervening variables and
establish whether patterns can be observed with regard to their impact, that might inform the various theoretical
conjectures identified in the literature survey, involving the variety of contexts and business attributes which
may play a role in explaining their preferences for diverse types of collaboration objectives, conditions and
terms. At the outset, it is useful to examine whether there was any association between some of these variables,
given the small sample set and the possibility that some types of businesses had a higher likelihood to be reached
or to be willing to participate. Such association was excluded by design for the first 4 variables as the sampling
frame was designed to allocate surveys between the:
1. region (Top End or Centre);
2. location (town/urban or regional);
3. sector (accommodation or not) and
4. size (<5 EFT or 5 or more EFT).

The spatial dimension
It is common in sophisticated quantitative models based on communication channels to evaluate network
performance by examining the richness of information transfers, where redundancy, directness, centrality and
proximity of critical nodes become determinants of impacts (see Scott et al, 2008). In the present study, where
the focus is on firms (as nodes) and in which networks are multi-faceted and emerge to tackle motives diverse in
terms of their depth and outlook, simple measures of distance were sought to express the varying viewpoints of
those businesses, and the dimensions relevant to clusters found in the literature. The ‘region’ variable
differentiated between businesses located in the Top End and Centre, which reflect two mixes of circumstances.
While it is clear that the prominent dimension aimed to be the physical closeness/distance to Government
agencies and bureaucracy, that dimension could well capture other aspects, given the fact that the Northern
Territory government operates as the main entrepreneurial force, in a developing economy context, and therefore
has a relatively strong presence outside Darwin. Furthermore, the practice of the NT government is generally to
replicate a large number of structures (found in Darwin and region) in the Centre so as to appease tensions over
impressions of favouritism. From a tourism viewpoint though, these regions are clearly differentiated, and the
respondents occupying them might well have been influenced by other important structural characteristics. The
Top End tourism system is less dependent on holiday-makers, supported by a greater service base, and affected
by a higher degree of seasonality than the Centre. While that variable (‘region’) aimed at capturing in the first
instance some measure of closeness to government support or influence, many interpretations are possible.
Respondents located in the Top End (both in Darwin and in the region surrounding it) held views sometimes
distinguishable from those of the Centre. They were more likely to associate collaboration with Business
information and statistics and claimed that marketing was the main type of collaboration taking place at present
time. They particularly viewed financial and time resources as critical barriers to collaboration but were more
likely to refer to competition, lack of professionalism and government bureaucracy as obstructing collaboration
as well. They more often expressed the opinion that education of peers about benefits and government funding
would be the most advantageous measures to overcome these barriers and were more likely (than the Centre) to
indicate that technology and personnel/staff , as many of them were involved in in-house training. In their view,
larger, urban businesses would benefit more from collaboration and tour operators in particular would be well
placed.
In contrast, respondents located in the Centre were much more likely to construe collaboration as associated
with regional development, where ‘regional’ in that case is clearly interpreted as unity for the tourism
destination. They also mentioned joint ventures more often and indicated that financial benefits could arise of the
collaboration, but also that there were more numerous instances of little or no collaborative activity. These
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participants supported more often generic support mechanisms and blamed the lack of fair representation in the
general promotion of the region as a source of distrust. In their view, smaller and regional businesses would
gain most out of greater collaboration and they identified product development as an area where additional
collaborative opportunities exist. They also expressed the view that these ought to be recognised and led by
individuals, rather than the government.
Given the importance of the ‘regional’ dimension identified in the literature survey, respondents were also
differentiated on the basis of their actual location in the township (urban) or in the region surrounding the main
service centres of Alice Spring and Darwin. This dimension also turned out to hold a fair amount of explanatory
power and noteworthy differences in answer patterns appear. Respondents located in the towns/urban centres
(both Darwin and Alice Springs) viewed helping each other and information-sharing as the main means to
overcome collaboration barriers, and identified marketing and events as current forms of collaboration important
to them, town festivals probably dominating their concerns. When considering current barriers, they identified
more often financial resources, competition and lack of professionalism more often than their regional
counterparts. They viewed education of peers about benefits of tourism as a way to overcome barriers more than
others. They were also less likely to mention business information/statistics as a feasible form of collaboration
and believed that retail and larger businesses would most likely benefit from collaboration and saw additional
opportunities for partnerships in the area of product development.
Regional (or out-of-town) businesses on the other hand associated generic business information/statistics
with collaboration, and time as a main generic barrier. They were more likely to mention resources-sharing as an
important type of benefit, and more likely to not be able to identify forms of current collaboration (although this
applies to a minority of respondents). They were more likely to identify as current barriers to collaboration time
resources, bad attitudes (from some peers) and government bureaucracy and, consistently suggested that a
willing bureaucracy would help overcome this. They were also inclined to suggest that incentives (and other
support from government) and efforts in developing communication networks would help address these barriers.
When considering what types of collaboration would be feasible, they were less likely to refer to sales and more
likely to refer to technology. Respondents located in regional spaces (outside towns) were also more included to
identify regional businesses as likely to benefit from collaboration. Interestingly, they were also more likely to
expect a greater realisation of collaboration activities if the lead came from individuals and if government
supported it. This outcome is compatible with urban respondents not expressing views as to who should lead,
and alternatively, with regional respondents expecting individual lead for some types of collaborative activities
and learning (for instance, process related) and government support and lead when relating to market or product
development.

The sectoral dimension
This survey did not entail a sufficient scope and sample size to account fully of the impact various functions in
tourism (or elements of the tourist value chains such as hospitality, transport, attractions, tour operators, retail
services, etc.) but this was done by Tremblay (1997, 1999b) in a research on existing networks and emergent
forms of collaboration. In the present survey, a division was made between accommodation business and nonaccommodation which is crude, but remains useful. The large number of references to that sector in the SME
literature (looking at entrepreneurial motives) justifies paying a particular attention. In the Northern Territory,
the accommodation is well known to confront specific challenges (excessive seasonality in some regions, staff
retention and turnover issues, lack of diversity in product and limited commitment to the place, etc.) which also
add to the interest in this sub-sector. Respondents were therefore divided between accommodation (16) and other
(20) categories, the remaining firms mainly including tour operators, attractions and retail businesses.
Respondents from the accommodation sector were more likely to identify increasing visitation as a core
benefit from tourism collaboration in general than other types of businesses. They also in majority identified
associate membership (applying to their national function-based adherence as well as regional partnerships) as a
main form of current cooperation. They viewed (more than other businesses) time and human resources as
existing barriers, the latter being mainly a concern from that sector in terms of this survey, and were more likely
to not be able to suggest ways to overcome that state of affairs, as they more often viewed business size as the
natural way out of collaboration disadvantages. They were also less likely to identify sharing business
information as a feasible area of collaboration and more likely to mention R&D. Consistent with the comments
above, they were more likely to identify larger and accommodation businesses as most likely to benefit from
collaboration.
In contrast, respondents from the non-accommodation sector associated more often collaboration with joint
ventures and identified operational difficulties and financial benefits as relevant barriers and triggers for
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cooperation. When asked to consider what current collaboration is taking place, they referred significantly more
to acting locally, marketing and staff sharing, and viewed more often competition as the main threat to this state
of affair. Consistent with the focus on operational matters, they were less likely to consider sales as a feasible
area of collaboration, although they conceded more often that there might be additional collaborative activities in
the marketing area. They were also more likely to expect government support to play a role in realising
additional collaborative activities.

The business size dimension
The aspect of the business size was discussed in the literature survey and remains an important area of
conjecture, because SMEs are generally believed to have greater incentives (potential benefits) but less resources
to capitalise on collaborative activities capable of generating additional economic rents. The sampling frame was
constructed to include a good distribution of relatively small and larger businesses, across all sectors and regions
(on the basis of expert knowledge); and respondents were further asked to verify their size or capacity in terms of
equivalent full-time employees (5 or less / more than 5 EFT). While the analysis proceeds by way of comparison
between relatively smaller (18) and bigger (18) enterprises, the fit with arguments found in the literature is
imperfect as some relatively large NT businesses would be considered small in terms of their ability to develop
technology or establish competitive networks. Also, there were little differences between small and large
business respondents with respect to the nature of the main forms of collaboration as well as risks and benefits.
Respondents from larger businesses were more likely to identify operational costs as a deterrent to
collaboration and more often mentioned competition, lack of professionalism and government bureaucracy as
impediments. They also were more prone to suggest that government funding would help overcome and also that
other government support and incentives would make it easier. They were most likely to identify personnel and
staffing domains as an unlikely collaborative activity (than their smaller peers), because of in-house capacity. In
contrast, smaller firms were more likely to associate collaboration with sectoral development and significantly
more referred to acting locally and events as current forms of collaboration. They also had a greater propensity to
identify shortage of time resources as a current impediment and viewed (more than the larger ones)
communication and networking channels as a way to address this. The also believed that regional businesses
were more likely to benefit form collaboration.

The experience dimension
A last variable was included as a possibly interesting intervening variable capable of explaining patterns of
collaboration in an open system such as Northern Territory tourism. The variable experience was coded on the
basis of 2 questions included in the survey, therefore it did not play a role in the sampling frame. It was
envisaged that the amount of time specific businesses or individuals might have spent in the environment or
milieu could well affect the extent and type of networking activities they engage in, but not necessarily. As the
survey did not offer a suitable basis to explore the business history, attention was given to the owner-operator’s
prior activities. Respondents were asked about their total experience in tourism as well as their tourism
experience in the NT. Results from the survey were recoded to split between two arbitrary divisions separating
less and more experienced respondents, the cutting point being around 10 years.
The possibility that the two experience variables be related with each other was considered, as well as
possible associations with one of the 4 variables above. From cursory data investigation, it appears that the two
‘experience’ variables were effectively correlated, which is explained by the fact that the experience in tourism
dimension had to be connected with the experience of tourism in the NT. The distribution of respondents for
these two variables appears in Table 4.19 below.
Table 4.19: Relationship between experience in tourism (total) and tourism experience in the NT
Count
(n=36)
10 years of less
Experience in NT
tourism
More than 10 years
Total

Experience in tourism (total)
10 years or less
More than 10 years
8
4
0
8

24
28

Total
12
24
36

It demonstrates the inevitable relationship between the two aspects (and the fact that it is not possible for
someone with more than 10 years of tourism experience in the NT to have less than 10 years of tourism
experience in total). This explains many congruent associations described throughout this section which involved
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both measures, and much repetition. This section will look at an integrated experience variable, although the few
differences between measures (in being associated with other variables) will be noted.
It is also possible to hypothesise the existence of relationship between the size of business and experience,
although no clear theory applicable across the tourism sector has ever been proposed. Tests were conducted to
establish whether an association could be observed between experience (both measures) and size. A weak (but
intuitively defensible) relationship was observed between firm size and experience in NT tourism. It appears that
smaller firms held a noticeably greater proportion of less experienced (in NT tourism) respondents. This would
support the view that entry in larger firms often involves more experienced operators originating from other parts
of Australia. Yet, there was no significant relationship between firm size and respondent experience in tourism
(total).
Respondents that were more experienced identified enhancing product diversity and improving market
position as generic benefits from collaboration than others and also displayed a greater propensity to identify a
wide range of risks. These respondents were also more likely to mention lack of professionalism (presumably
from other less experienced operators) as current barriers to collaboration and to refer to education of peers
about benefits (for those with NT experience) and generic support mechanisms (for those with tourism
experience) as ways to overcome these, as well as incentives/support from government and association
membership as necessary steps towards better tourism collaboration. These more experienced respondents were
more likely than their peers to identify all businesses as likely to benefit from cooperation, and to mention
product development as an area where additional opportunities exist.
The less experienced respondents on the other hand, viewed the generic benefits from collaboration as
associated with increasing visitation, resources sharing and obtaining feedback from peers (about products and
marketing), the latter being particularly valuable for newcomers. They were more likely to view human
resources as a barrier and to not know what could be done to overcome the multiple barriers to collaboration
mentioned by all. They also mentioned marketing more often as a form of additional collaborative opportunity
and were more likely to believe that individuals should lead future collaboration efforts.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter draws together and synthesises the previous chapters and considers the implications of the research
findings for collaboration and associated implications in regional areas. As stated in the outset, the study’s
objectives were:
1) To determine the factors that hinder and/or foster collaboration between tourism and/or non-tourism
businesses
2) To identify the respondents’ perceptions of costs, benefits, risks, current barriers, and potential actions to
encourage collaboration between tourism (and/or non-tourism) businesses located in and across regions.
3) To then use the information to identify gaps, future opportunities and possible directions for collaboration in
regional areas.
The guiding objectives were fulfilled through interviewing 36 respondents (18 in the Top End and 18 in
Central Australia) identifying the factors that hinder and foster collaboration, as well as the respondents’
perceptions of costs, benefits, risks and barriers to collaboration. The collected information was then used to
build a picture of existing gaps and opportunities (see Chapter 5).

Overview of research findings
There is a general agreement between the literature and the respondents that gaining a greater understanding of
the strategic value and design of collaborative linkages in tourism is important, and is likely to play a significant
role in ensuring businesses competitiveness and supporting the sustainability of destinations. In the context of
regional tourism, collaborative partnerships constitute governance mechanisms of particular relevance to address
structural deficiencies (skill, managerial, infrastructure, innovation shortages) in normal times as their value
increases (as learning strategies) when development bottlenecks appear or the environment is turbulent. In such
circumstances, careful governance of the public–private interface is also critical so as to prevent clashes between
learning strategies, and support the dissimilar interests of assorted firms and stakeholders.
The review of the literature claimed that while most analysts have been enthusiastic about identifying
benefits associated with various forms of tourism collaboration, little consideration was given to the tradeoffs
between types and designs of collaborative activities, and the inevitable opportunity costs arising from choices
between networking or partnering prospects. In particular, insufficient attention has been given to the
relationship between the wide array of government initiatives (joint activities such as marketing and promotion,
funding joint infrastructure or incentives to support specific forms of collaboration with) and the possibility that
they might interfere with or undermine existing well-working collaborations, and indirectly, impose costs on
private sector businesses who are not in a position to benefit from these activities. The survey conducted in the
Top End and Centre regions of the Northern Territory constitutes an exploratory foray into the perceptions of
relatively small and regional tourism firms regarding the nature of these elusive costs.
N.T. tourism industry respondents associate in general ‘collaboration’ with various spheres of activities in the
following order:
1) Destination sales and marketing (+++)
2) Regional and sector development (++)
3) Business information/statistics (+)
and, to a lesser extent, Staffing or R&D.
Collaborative activities respondents were actually engaged included ‘marketing’ but also a range of
initiatives that can be described as ‘relationship or network building’, membership in tourism associations
(region-, market- or function- based) and local action community support. When asked which areas collaboration
could take place in, most respondents said they would be ready to consider most of them, but scores on the
importance of each area verified that marketing, regional development and sales dominated the list. In contrast,
the majority of respondents were more precise when asked about areas of further opportunities and ‘advertising’
and ‘product development’ dominated the list. A fair number of respondents viewed all areas as offering
opportunities and many specific items were suggested.
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In general, the perception of benefits arising from collaboration connects aspects of the business with those
of the destination-region. Multiple instances of benefits from collaboration were expected to improve a
company’s competitive position by reducing its costs (marketing, staff, financial, R&D development, etc.) or
increasing its market exposure (joint advertising). Destination benefits include image, exposure, product
diversity, benchmarking and quality as well as facilitation and congruence of planning.
When asked to consider general costs associated with tourism collaboration, respondents considered the same
basic financial, time and operational constraints. When asked about barriers to current collaboration
opportunities (actual or potential), they referred also to business size and remoteness (structural aspects) as well
as the lack of professionalism, negative attitudes or rivalry associated with potential partners (behavioural and
industry aspects). When asked how to address these barriers or issues, they pointed largely at government (and
industry bodies) actions, identifying a range of forms of support, better balance in the government’s approach to
regional promotion, funded planning mechanisms, and education. Respondents also alluded to the need for a
change in attitude in both public and private sectors. They explicitly identified the need for greater/more active
networking and to re-invest in, widen (be inclusive) or re-think tourism associations so as to facilitate greater
partnerships.
The analysis of intervening variables focused on 4 main aspects:
• A spatial dimension featuring two measures specific to the nature of distance applicable to the NT;
• A size dimension relating to staffing by the selected firms;
• A sectoral dimension differentiating between accommodation and other sectors;
• An experience dimension referring to the duration of respondents’ activities in tourism and in the NT.
Although no statistical corroboration is possible, the four dimensions seem to have played a role in
explaining patterns of results regarding collaboration activities cited, and associated costs and benefits. The Top
End and Centre respondents for instance expressed different views regarding the areas of concern for tourism
(marketing or regional development), the types of collaborations needed without delay and the sources of the
leadership, and the distribution of responsibilities between government and individual entrepreneurs. In general,
Top End respondents seemed to be more willing to expect and accept government leadership and the destination
dependence on it, while those from the Centre displayed more individualistic views and favoured more
spontaneous regional partnerships.
The regional/urban dimension also seemed to influence the types of resources that collaborative ventures
were supposed to help sharing. Regional respondents seem to be relatively more concerned with access to
process technology (through networks) and took relatively more for granted that tourism market and promotion
efforts would arise from the NT tourism agency. The sectoral dimension also played a critical role and
respondents belonging to the accommodation sector were clearly more concerned with human resources and
expected their functional networks (external to the region) to help them grow and achieve the scale economies
that would make them competitive. Respondents from other sectors where more concerned with operational
difficulties and the need for new ventures and product alliances supporting destination image and diversity. The
business size dimension seem to corroborate some of the findings in other areas of literature, with larger tourism
firms more critical of inadequate sectoral professionalism and obtrusive government bureaucracy while smaller
firms were concerned with the time commitments and the resources limitations creating a lesser ability to take
advantage of regional opportunities. The level of experience of respondents (in general) also explained the
greater propensity (for the more experienced) to suggest forms of collaboration as well as greater awareness of
potential costs and benefits arising from networking.
These observations support the view that diverse tourism businesses hold highly differentiated learning
requirements, and will use collaboration to achieve a mix of broad goals as well as fairly specific needs. They
will seek to build networks supporting these needs, and expect some support from government agencies to lead
the way with respect to areas where objectives converge largely (for instance marketing and promotion). They
also expect NTOs and RTOs to support flexible partnerships and alliances for initiatives which are more likely to
differ across regions and across market segments (product development alliances, quality benchmarking, R&D
transfer and business information sharing efforts, etc.). To that extent, that collaboration needs are diverse, and
that some networking choices or actions might impede others, it is important for regional authorities and NTOs
to strategically assess the boundaries between joint public tourism development and the needs and aspirations of
various groups of businesses and stakeholders.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations aim to improve the level of collaboration amongst tourism businesses but also
between tourism businesses and non-tourism businesses particularly in on small and remote destinations which
rely heavily on public–private sectors for their marketing and planning activities. Collaboration as per definition
includes joint decision making among key stakeholders, working together and may involve joint activities. For
businesses, collaboration demands were sometimes perceived as reasonable but also overwhelming.
In order to improve the level of collaboration and take the respondents’ suggestions and recommendations
into account, following recommendations can be proposed:
• The adoption of a strategic approach by NTOs and RTOs to support collaboration and entrepreneurship
• The appointment of a champion to act as a facilitator amongst business and between business and
tourism organisations and associations
• Government incentives and support material to encourage, help and foster collaboration
• Stronger involvement of tourism associations with businesses in areas of product development (e.g.
package deals), marketing on a whole region basis and not just the key attractions
• Involvement on a community and council level to plan and develop joint events
Taking these recommendations into account and acting on them will create opportunities for the future. The
findings showed what participants perceived as barriers to collaboration but also what they are seeking, as such,
the platform to develop, foster and maintain successful collaborative activities amongst tourism businesses and
non-tourism business in remote destinations is present. These recommendations do not provide exclusively for
the benefits of businesses—rather, they aim to build capacity amongst tourism businesses but also the
community.
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APPENDIX A: Questionnaire
The costs of formal inter-business collaboration in peripheral tourism
Interview Date:
Respondent Number:
Key Questions:
1. When NT tourism industry operators think about collaboration, what types of
activities are they thinking about?
2. In their, view what are the benefits of industry collaboration?
3. What are the risks or costs of collaborating?
4. What situations or factors assist collaboration?
5. What types of situations or factors inhibit collaboration?
UNPROMPTED DEFINITION OF COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITIES
1. How would you define collaboration?
When you think about collaboration between tourism businesses but also non-tourism
business, what types of activities would you consider as constituting collaboration?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Sales ____________________________________________________________________
Marketing ________________________________________________________________
Business information/Statistics (formal and informal) ____________________________
Research and Innovation____________________________________________________
Technology _______________________________________________________________
Personnel / Staffing ________________________________________________________
Sector Development________________________________________________________
Regional Development______________________________________________________
Other ____________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________

Unprompted Costs and Risks of Collaboration
2. Thinking about these collaborative activities, what are the costs for businesses to
participate?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
3. Are there any risks to businesses when collaborating? If so, what are these risks?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Unprompted Benefits of Collaboration
4. What are the benefits of collaboration for tourism businesses?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Current Collaboration
5. Thinking about collaboration among local tourism and other businesses, what
activities are currently taking place? ( ANY OTHERS; FOR SALES / NON SALES)
( The collaborating businesses can be located anywhere.)

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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6. What are the barriers to collaboration?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
a. Do you feel distance is a barrier to collaboration? (DISTANCE CAN BE FROM
BUSINESS CENTRE, INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS AND/OR SOURCE MARKETS)

b. Do you feel business size is a barrier? If so, in what way?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
7. Thinking specifically about these barriers, any suggestions on how they can be
overcome?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

8. Thinking more generally, are there things that make it easier for businesses to
collaborate?
a. What business structures?
b. Are there any government policies or initiatives that assist?
c. Associations?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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PROMPTED AREAS FOR COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITIES
9. I am now going to give you a couple of business areas and I would like to know
whether or not you feel it is feasible for businesses such as yours to collaborate or
work together in any of these areas? (If not – why?)
Sales _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Marketing _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Information/Statistics (e.g. visitor numbers, trends, etc) (formal and informal) _____
______________________________________________________________________
Research and Innovation_________________________________________________
Technology (e.g. specialised software, websites) _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Staff Training / Recruitment ______________________________________________
Sector Development_____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Regional Development___________________________________________________
10. Thinking about this year, how important will collaboration be in each of the

following areas of your business. (SHOW CARD 1)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Sales
Marketing
Business Information/Statistics
Research and Innovation
Technology
Personnel
Sector Development
Regional Development










Prompted Benefits of Collaboration
11. What types of tourism businesses benefit the most from collaborative activities?
Why? (small vs large; urban vs regional)
______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
12. Do you think there are additional opportunities for collaboration in the tourism
industry in the NT?
a. Yes
Go to Q13 & 14
b. No
Go to Q15
c. Don’t Know / No comment
Go to Q16
13. In what areas?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
14. How can these opportunities be realised?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
15. Why do you feel there are no further opportunities for tourism collaboration in the
NT?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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16. In what tourism sector do you classify your organisation?
a. Accommodation

b. Tour and Transport

c. Vehicle Hire

d. Attraction

e. Art Gallery / Museum

f. Café / Restaurant

g. Other

17. In terms of equivalent full time employees, which of the following best describes
your organisation?
a. < 5 EFT

b. 5–20 EFT

c. 20+ EFT

18. How would you describe your primary source markets for your visitors?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
19. How long have you been involved in Tourism? (specifically length of time in NT)
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
20. Any other comments you would like to make regarding Tourism collaboration?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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APPENDIX B: Show Card
Listed below are eight areas in which collaboration may occur among tourism businesses. Using the
four point importance scale listed below, please indicate to the interviewer how important
collaboration in each area is to your organisation this year.

4 = Very Important
3 = Somewhat Important
2 = Not Important
1 = Not at all Important / Would never collaborate in this area

a. Sales
b. Marketing
c. Business Information/Statistics
d. Research and Innovation
e. Technology
f.

Personnel

g. Sector Development
h. Regional Development
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